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Preface 

This Project Update, the thirty-first such report for the Chad Export Project (also referred to as 

the Chad/Cameroon Development Project), covers the period from June through December, 
2011. The report reflects the activities of the project operating company and its prime 
contractors, with a particular focus on compliance with the Environmental Management Plan 
(EMP). Several entities share responsibility for implementing the project. 

 Oilfield development and production in Chad is conducted by Esso Exploration and 
Production Chad Inc. (EEPCI) on behalf of the Consortium (Esso, Petronas, Chevron). 

 Pipeline activities in Chad are conducted by the Tchad Oil Transportation Company S.A. 
(TOTCO). 

 Pipeline activities in Cameroon are conducted by the Cameroon Oil Transportation 
Company S.A. (COTCO). 

 During construction, EEPCI provided project management services to TOTCO and COTCO. 

These reports are submitted through, and subject to verification by, the World Bank and Lender 
Group as a reporting requirement of the project’s partnership with the Bank and the two host 
countries. 

This report also represents a commitment to transparency by Esso and its co-venture partners. 
By publishing this information, the project wishes to make it possible for the World Bank and 

Lender Group, the citizens of the host countries, interested non-governmental organizations 
(NGOs) and others to stay well informed about the project as it unfolds. 

The reports are posted on the project’s website (www.essochad.com). A limited quantity of 
printed reports is also distributed to stakeholders in fulfillment of reporting requirements and 
to make information more readily available to the citizens of Chad and Cameroon, where very 
few people have access to the Internet. Reports are also available in French. 

October 2000 has been designated as the official start date of the project for the purposes of 
data compilation. Currency conversions are based on the rate of exchange at the time of the 
expenditure and this edition utilizes exchange rates of FCFA to one U.S. dollar as follows: 

 1st Quarter, 2011 - 481 FCFA 

 2nd Quarter, 2011 - 454 FCFA 

 3rd Quarter, 2011 - 456 FCFA 

 4th Quarter, 2011 - 487 FCFA 
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Snapshot Summary 
 The Consortium’s investment in additional production and water reinjection wells, coupled 

with other measures to support the daily rate of oil production, has enabled the project so 
far to deliver over 400 million barrels of oil to market in its first eight years of production. 

o To date, the project has invested over 1,600 billion FCFA ($3.3 billion) in initiatives 
aimed at maintaining production levels.  

o Spending on production support during 2011 totaled 305 billion FCFA ($630 million, 
including $425 million in capital investments and $205 million in day-to-day 
operations directly related to sustaining production). 

o Without the Consortium’s investments, production would have fallen to about 
29,000 barrels – just over one-fourth of the current yield of 115,000 barrels per day. 

 The project equaled 2010’s performance in complying with the Environmental Management 
Plan (EMP), based upon the total number of non-compliance situations reported. 

o The project recorded zero Level-II or Level-III non-compliance situations and only 
two Level-I non-compliances in the second half of 2011. 

o A total of seven non-compliances were recorded for the year, equal to the lowest 
annual number since project construction began eleven years ago.  

 A new contract with a Cameroonian company for safe processing and disposal of drilling 
byproducts was one of the highlights from the implementation of the project’s 
Environmental Management Plan during the second half of 2011. 

 The project’s safety performance in 2011 was its best ever, as measured by the key 
indicator called the Recordable Incident Rate. This record result represents a 33% 
improvement over 2010’s strong performance, and as a result, the project’s rolling five-year 
average Recordable Incident Rate is now less than half of the U.S. petroleum industry’s 
benchmark average. 

 During 2011, the project’s outreach efforts included almost 900 public consultation sessions 
throughout the entire project area.  

 Compensation paid to individuals for land use by the project in the last four quarters totaled 
over 610 million FCFA (almost $1.3 million). Almost 15 billion FCFA (well over $24 million) in 
individual compensation for land use has been disbursed since the project began. 
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 The project’s Land Use Mitigation Action Plan accomplishments in 2011 include an 
innovative composting program, an improved community compensation program and 
improvements to a program to enhance local agricultural techniques in the oilfield area. 

 The project’s contributions to its host country economies in 2011 included wages paid to 
Chadians and Cameroonians of 72 billion FCFA ($153 million). 

o Almost 6,500 Chadian and Cameroonian nationals had jobs with EEPCI, COTCO, 
TOTCO and their contractors at the end of 2011, over 88% of the total workforce. 

o Over two-thirds of the Chadians and Cameroonians working for the project hold jobs 
in the semi-skilled, skilled or supervisory job categories. 

 Since the project began, its purchases of goods and services from local suppliers has totaled 
over 1.4 trillion FCFA ($2.6 billion), part of a continued commitment to support local 
businesses and follow the guidelines set forth by the EMP. 

 Extensive workplace malaria prevention programs helped maintain the project’s low rate of 
malaria infection at an annual rate of 0.30 cases in non-immune personnel for every 
200,000 work hours. 

 More than 20 shipping containers of surplus materials have been inventoried, catalogued 
and prepared for distribution to local communities as a part of the project’s longstanding 
commitment to supporting residents in and around the Oilfield Development Area. 

 The project’s investments to sustain crude oil production levels, coupled with historically 
strong prices for Doba Basin oil in recent years, have helped generate more than $8.4 billion 
in revenue for Chad since oil began to flow in 2003. 

o Oil revenue helped the government of Chad pay for a new, state-of-the-art 
university located just outside of N’Djamena, which will accommodate 2000 
students, including 600 boarding students. 

o Also funded primarily by oil revenues, N’Djamena’s newly completed Mother & Child 
Hospital now offers advanced medical technologies including x-ray machines, 
ultrasound scanners and the country’s only publicly available CAT scan machine. 
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Production & Construction 
Spending on production support during 2011 totaled 305 billion FCFA ($630 million, including 
$425 million in capital investments and $205 million in day-to-day operations directly related to 
sustaining production). To date, the project has invested over 1,600 billion FCFA ($3.3 billion) in 
initiatives aimed at maintaining production levels. The Consortium’s investment in additional 
production and water reinjection wells, coupled with other measures to support the daily rate 
of oil production, has enabled the project so far to deliver over 400 million barrels of oil to 
market in its first eight years of production. 

RESULTS FROM PRODUCTION SUPPORT INVESTMENTS 

At the close of 2011, project production support investments were contributing about 86,000 
barrels per day to the project’s crude oil output. Without the Consortium’s investments, 
production would have fallen to about 29,000 barrels – just over one-fourth of the current yield 
of 115,000 barrels per day – due to the natural decline in base production, which is occurring 
faster than initially assumed. 
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PRODUCTION STATISTICS FOR LAST FOUR QUARTERS 

Net Volume of Shipments from Marine Terminal 

 
Q1 2011 Q2 2011 Q3 2011 Q4 2011 

Total 
2011 

Project 
to Date 

Millions of 
Barrels 

10.3 10.5 10.7 10.0 41.5 417.1 

Export Tankers 12 12 12 12 48 462 

 

PRODUCTION INVESTMENT PROGRESS 

While the project’s total amount of recoverable oil (sometimes called proved oil reserves) 
remains the same at 900 million barrels, as reported in previous editions, the rate of extracting 
the oil from each well has been lower than originally expected due to the challenges created by 
the loose sand and fragmented nature of the oil bearing formations found in the Doba Basin, 
and consequently additional wells have been required. 

The project added 69 new oil wells in 2011, with 36 wells added in the second half of the year. 
A total of 633 production wells were on line at year-end 2011. Additional wells help the project 
overcome the low mobility of the Doba Basin oil. Low mobility limits the effective draining 
radius of each well, requiring that wells be positioned closer together for optimum extraction. 

   

The high pressure water injection program continues and a total of 56 water injection wells 
were on line at end of year to support the program. Water makes up about 88% of the fluid 
extracted from project oil wells and is reinjected deep underground back into the field to 
maintain pressure and support continued production. The high pressure water injection 
program addresses the drop in pressure that has taken place in the Doba Basin oilfields as oil 
was extracted. Pressure must be maintained in order to sustain production levels.
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The project’s wellwork team conducted 1,085 renovation and enhancement procedures on oil 
wells in the last twelve months, 520 of them in the second half of 2011. The Doba Basin oil 
resides in unconsolidated sands, producing fine particles that migrate to the wells and clog the 
producing zones. Techniques to counter this problem include well stimulations like the one 
below to backwash the pores in the oil bearing formation in addition to upgrades and repairs of 
subsurface well pumps that suffer from the clogging problem. 
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CHAD’S INTERNATIONAL OIL, MINING & ENERGY CONFERENCE: COOPERATION AND INVESTMENT IN CHAD 

In October 2011, on the 8th anniversary of Chad’s first oil production, the Chad International 
Oil, Mining and Energy Conference (CIOME) brought together hundreds of international energy 
stakeholders to discuss how the country’s natural resources can contribute to economic and 
social development in Chad. As Chad’s largest oil producer, the project played a major role in 
the three-day conference. In addition to hosting an exhibit booth and social functions as part of 
the conference, several project personnel made technical presentations and participated in 
panel discussions. 

 

Hundreds of people attended the conference and visited the exhibit hall. Visitors to the 
project’s booth were able to ask questions and receive information about the project. Above, 
Dr. Tabe Eugene N’Gaoulam, the Chadian Minister of Petroleum and Energy, talks with Chad’s 
Prime Minister, Emmanuel Nadingar, and Esso Exploration and Production Chad, Inc. (EEPCI) 
General Manager, Scott Miller, in the exhibit hall (bottom right). During his opening speech, Dr. 
N’Gaoulam spoke to conference attendees about the geographic and logistical hurdles that 
Chad has overcome to become a successful producer and exporter of oil. 
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During the conference, EEPCI General Manager, Scott Miller, participated in a discussion 
regarding hydrocarbon exploration and potential in Chad with Dr. Tabe Eugene N’Gaoulam, the 
Chadian Minister of Petroleum and Energy. In his presentation to conference attendees, Miller 
discussed the benefits of the project’s investments in Chad’s hydrocarbon sector. 

 

“One of the most obvious contributions of this project has been 
government income. At midyear 2011, Chad’s total revenue 
from the project had already exceeded $7.4 billion dollars – 
more than four times the total that was once projected to be 
received over the entire 25-year life of the project.  And this 
has been achieved in just the first 8 years of production. 
However, much remains to be done. Two-thirds of the 
Consortium’s total revenue has been invested in supporting 
production, and it will be necessary to invest significant 
resources in the coming years to continue to slow the natural 
decline and ensure Chad’s oil reserves are recovered as 
planned.  

“However, it’s important to recognize that the project makes a 
contribution beyond government revenue. The project’s local business development efforts and 
the wages paid to thousands of local employees have fueled an economic engine in Chad. These 
business and wage investments make a direct contribution to the quality of daily life here. As 
economists say, there is a multiplier effect as the money circulates, reinforcing the economic 
benefits as the money is spent over and over and over again in markets, shops and services – 
truly an economic engine for the country. 

“We have also strived to hire locally as much as possible, and that is why after just a few short 
years, Chadians and Cameroonians account for nearly nine out of every ten of our workers. 
Overall, over 75% of our national workers are now placed in skilled, semi-skilled or supervisory 
roles. At Komé and here in N’Djamena, we have built world class training facilities for our 
employees, who have typically received one or two years of English training before beginning a 
period of on-the-job training working side by side with senior employees.  

“Chadians who live in the project areas often tell us there have been fundamental changes in 
the way they work and do business. Working for the project, receiving training, benefitting from 
technology transfer and being exposed to our culture of safety – we believe all of these non-
monetary contributions may ultimately prove to be the most valuable of all. They have been 
creating a new generation of workers and businesses, and this new generation will be 
contributing to Chad’s development for many decades to come – long after our project has 
ended.” – Scott Miller, General Manager, Esso Exploration and Production Chad, Inc. 
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Reportable Environmental 
Management Plan Situations 
The project recorded zero Level II or Level III non-compliance situations and only two Level I 
non-compliances in the second half of 2011. This allowed the project to equal 2010’s record 
performance in complying with the Environmental Management Plan (EMP), based upon the 
total number of non-compliance situations reported. 

 A total of seven non-compliances were recorded for the year, equal to the lowest 
annual number since project construction began eleven years ago.  

 The project’s non-compliance rate was maintained at less than one per month. 

In every case, the project has taken action to remedy the issues and prevent future 
occurrences. 

Compliance Performance Index 

 
The project’s compliance performance index remained at about half the rate recorded in 2009 
and the lowest rate since the early days of project construction a decade ago.

3 
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SPILLS 

The project responded to two reportable spills during the second half of the year, both of which 
were quickly contained and cleaned up with no lasting harm to the environment following the 
guidelines set out in the EMP. 

July 13: A foreign object trapped underneath a fiberglass flow line damaged the pipe when 
heavy equipment moved across the pipe, resulting in a spill of approximately 200 barrels of oil. 
The spill was contained and promptly cleaned up. The affected soil was removed for proper 
disposal. 

August 16: A fiberglass pipe which lay in a temporarily open trench for maintenance was 
damaged by a sharp object during an attempted equipment theft. The damage was not 
identified prior to refilling the trench resulting in a spill of about 27 barrels of oil. The spill was 
contained and promptly cleaned. The affected soil was removed for proper disposal. 

Q3 AND Q4 REPORTABLE SITUATIONS 

Total Reportable Situations by Country 

 Q3 2011 Q4 2011 

 Level I Level II Level III Total Level I Level II Level III Total 

Chad 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 

Cameroon 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 

 

Non-Compliance Situations by Company 

 Q3 2011 Q4 2011 

 Level I Level II Level III Total Level I Level II Level III Total 

PSN/GS 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

EMP/EEPCI  1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

 
Non-Compliance Situations by Category 

 Q3 2011 Q4 2011 

 Level I Level II Level III Total Level I Level II Level III Total 

ENVIRONMENTAL 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 

Total 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
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2011 REPORTABLE SITUATIONS SUMMARY 

2011 Reportable Situations by Country 
 Level I Level II Level III Total Reportable Non-

Compliance Situations 
Total Reportable 

Spills 

Chad 2 0 0 2 3 

Cameroon 3 2 0 5 0 

Total 5 2 0 7 3 

 
 

2011 Non-Compliance by Company 

 Level I Level II Level III Total 

COTCO 0 1 0 1 

Polyclinic Bonanjo 1 0 0 1 

3N 1 1 0 2 

Emploi Service 1 0 0 1 

PSN/GS 1 0 0 1 

EMP/EEPCI 1 0 0 1 

Total 5 2 0 7 

 
 

2011 Situations by Category 

 Level I Level II Level III Total 

Health/Occupational Health 1 1 0 2 

Socioeconomic 2 1 0 3 

Environmental 2 0 0 2 

Total 5 2 0 7 
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CONTEXT: EMP REPORTING 

The project’s Environmental Management Plan includes reporting standards for non-
compliance situations and for spills. The standards provide methodical and consistent 
mechanisms for measuring performance on environmental protection and spill prevention. 

 

Non-Compliance Situations 

The project’s three-level ranking system for EMP non-compliance situations was designed to 
provide an early warning mechanism to detect issues and help correct non-compliant behaviors 
and practices well before they became serious enough to cause damage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This pyramid illustrates the project’s early warning system approach for identifying and 
managing EMP non-compliance situations. The first two levels serve to alert the project to 
potential environmental impacts. Only the top level, Level III, indicates actual serious 
environmental impact to a defined sensitive resource. 

Spills 

The Environmental Management Plan requires the reporting of all spills equal to or greater than 
one barrel of oil, 10 barrels of produced water or 100 kilograms of a chemical. 
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EMP Monitoring & Management Program 
In addition to topics covered in other Chapters in this report, highlights from the 
implementation of the project’s Environmental Management Plan during the second half of 
2011 focused on the safe processing and disposal of drilling byproducts and helping to preserve 
Chad’s heritage through archeology. 

 

PHD SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT WORKING TO PRESERVE CAMEROON’S ANCIENT HERITAGE 

Adolphe Nfotabong, one of three Cameroonian archeological students who received PhD 
scholarships from the project has completed his studies in Belgium and the United States and is 
eager to start his career as a professor at the University of Yaoundé. The experience has 
transformed Nfotabong’s life and given him the opportunity to play a leading role in 
Cameroon’s efforts to preserve its ancient heritage. When Nfotabong was first awarded the 
scholarship, he spoke just a few words of English. Today, his work has been published in a 
leading international scientific journal. 

 

“I remember when I got the call from the Minister of Cultural 
Affairs that I won this scholarship from COTCO. I couldn’t believe 
it was really happening. This scholarship has given me so many 
academic opportunities, allowing me to focus completely on my 
studies with access to top resources in Brussels. I also had the 
opportunity to study at the Smithsonian Institute in the United 
States. Through this process, I’ve had many opportunities to learn 
many useful things, including presentation skills and language 
skills – I remember in 2006, I was only able to speak about 10 
words in English!” – Nfotabong Atheull Adolphe, Assistant 
Lecturer, Archeology, University of Yaoundé I, Faculty of Science 
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The EMP requirement to protect potential archeological findings along the 1070 kilometer 
pipeline route resulted in the longest archeological transect study in the history of Africa. The 
study covered more than 470 sites containing artifacts that dated back to the Stone and Iron 
Ages. Nfotabong participated in this unprecedented effort as a student, working alongside 
other Cameroonian archeologists to identify and sort thousands of ancient artifacts (below). 
The study has provided dramatic new insight into the history of Central and West Africa. 

  

In 2011, the project published Komé-Kribi: 
Rescue Archaeology along the Chad-
Cameroon Oil Pipeline, 1999-2004. This 
award-winning book makes the 
groundbreaking results of the study 
permanently accessible to the international 
scientific community and the public. The 
project delivered the entire collection of 
artifacts to the governments of Chad and 
Cameroon for preservation, a sampling of 
which was displayed at a 2011 conference in 
Yaoundé on the archeological findings of the 
pipeline construction.
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K223: SAFELY PROCESSING DRILLING BYPRODUCTS 

The project uses several techniques to process and recycle natural byproducts that result from 
the drilling and maintenance of oil wells. Soil that is exposed to oil during drilling operations is 
promptly removed and stored for processing. In some cases, the oiled soil has been used as a 
base for roads (see next page). In others, naturally occurring microbes are introduced to the soil 
to digest the hydrocarbons and break them down into naturally occurring organic compounds. 

Below, oiled soil is staged at K223, a project maintenance site in the Oilfield Development Area, 
in preparation for processing. Project workers prepare to transfer the oiled soil from a plastic 
lined containment area into safe, leak-proof containers for transport and processing. Below 
right, a worker opens the hatch on a specially fabricated loader used to expedite the process 
and minimize the chance of spilling any soil. 

 

Additional byproducts such as drilling mud and fluids are collected, processed, and reinjected 
back into the ground (bottom left). Fluids are safely sealed several kilometers below ground 
level, and monitoring wells located in and around the K223 site are regularly tested to ensure 
that there are no leaks.
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Once the soil has been loaded into the special containers, it will be delivered to the BOCOM 
waste management facility in Douala, where it can be safely incinerated or recycled. BOCOM 
has been responsible for the safe and clean disposal of much of the project’s hazardous waste 
for many years.  

 

The project’s EMP monitors work with BOCOM, which has 
been ISO 9001-2008 certified since 2010, to ensure that all 
air quality and environmental standards are met. Above, a 
BOCOM technician incinerates project waste, while 
another technician ensures the exhaust emissions meet 
the project’s international air quality requirements (left). 
For more information on BOCOM’s rapid growth and 
success as a local contractor, see the chapter on Local 
Business Development. 
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WASTE MANAGEMENT STATISTICS 

The project utilizes a range of techniques for disposal of non-hazardous waste, as described in 
the EMP (e.g., incineration, landfill, recycling and third party contractors) as shown in the 
following table. 

Non-Hazardous Waste Management (Tonnes) 

 
Q1 2011 Q2 2011 Q3 2011 Q4 2011 

Total 
2011 

Domestic Garbage Incinerated On Site 732 805 828 666 3,031 

Innocuous Solid Waste Buried 
(landfill) 

293 194 197 193 877 

Recycled to Local Communities 591 452 374 531 1,948 

Sent to Approved Third Party Facilities 
for Re-Use, Recycling or Disposal 

943 1,828 1,750 2,036 6,557 

Total 2,559 3,279 3,149 3,426 12,413 

 

Some hazardous waste must be stored while awaiting the availability of batch disposal 
following guidelines set out in the EMP. At year-end 2011 the project had just over 600 tons of 
accumulated hazardous waste. The project is working with BOCOM, a waste management 
company for appropriate processing and disposal of this waste inventory and expects 
forwarding the waste to BOCOM by Q2-2012. 

 

Above, the project utilizes soil that has been exposed to oil as a base for road building. In this 
case, the soil was then covered with a paving material that is itself a petroleum product (DBST 
or Double Bituminous Surface Treatment).
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Safety 
The project’s safety performance in 2011 was its best ever, as measured by the key indicator 
called the Recordable Incident Rate. Because of this record result, which represents a 33% 
improvement over 2010’s strong performance, the project’s rolling five-year average 
Recordable Incident Rate is now less than half of the U.S. petroleum industry benchmark. This 
performance is due in part to multiple programs currently in place to ensure employees and 
contractors conduct work safely. Employees often apply the knowledge from these programs to 
non-work situations, which has helped prevent home injuries and vehicle accidents. 

MOTORBIKE SAFETY CAMPAIGN NEAR BEMBOYO 

Road safety is a serious concern in Cameroon, where overcrowded vehicles, poor visibility and 
speeding are common. Motorbike riders are some of the most at-risk travelers on Cameroon’s 
roads and often ride without licenses, proper protective clothing or sufficient instruction. 
Following a fatal collision in 2010 that involved two motorbikes driving on the wrong side of the 
road and a project vehicle, the project proactively developed and implemented a motorbike 
safety campaign. 
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In November and December, the project conducted 
motorbike safety workshops in several 
communities in the Bemboyo area, near the site of 
the 2010 accident. Each session included a safety 
briefing and group discussion. Participating riders 
received a t-shirt and safety vest. In addition, riders 
with a valid license and insurance documents 
received a helmet, which are rare in Cameroon 
(left). In total, the campaign reached over 600 
riders. All of the workshops were monitored by the 
Cameroonian Government’s Pipeline Steering and 
Monitoring Committee (CPSP). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
“I was here to see what COTCO is doing in terms of sensitizing motorbike 
riders on the road. The company is doing a good job, in fact helping the 
government by reinforcing our capacity to train drivers. We consider COTCO 
to be a partner who can go into the villages to teach safety – an area of 
strength for COTCO. In my opinion, this campaign will be effective. These 
riders want safety training, and if you came to visit next month, every rider 
will be wearing their safety vests.” – Joseph Nyongwen, CPSP Inspector 

“I heard about the training and I wanted to come, because it’s 
dangerous on the road on a motorbike. I am often worried about being 
seen while riding my motorbike at night. I have my driver’s license and 

have taken basic motorcycle training, but many riders don’t. So for 
them, this is probably the first training that they have ever gotten. 

Today’s session will be helpful in advising recommended speeds for 
crossing towns. I will wear my vest every time I ride my bike.” 

 – Yaouba Djingui, Motorbike Rider, and a resident of Bemboyo  
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TEACHING ROAD SAFETY TO COMMUNITIES THROUGH A SCHOOL COMPETITION 
The project sponsored a road safety competition for nine villages within the Oilfield 
Development Area as part of its intensive project-wide accident prevention effort. The students 
at the participating primary and secondary schools were taught road safety fundamentals and 
encouraged to think critically about road safety issues specific to their communities.  

For the competition, the students designed and submitted their own road safety signs. While 
the Komé Village School won the competition and special prizes such as mp3 players, all of the 
participating schools received calculators, pencils, notebooks and other supplies. The project 
also emphasizes road safety through ongoing measures such as poster distribution, road 
warning signs, placement of speed bumps at village entrances and vehicle speed governors. In 
addition, project employees are taught defensive driving techniques. 

 
“All of our kids participated in the program, and like the other schools in 
the area, we selected our 10 best student drawings of signs. The 
students did a very good job, and some of the signs were even 
comparable in quality with the signs already up on the road. The 
exercise helped train the students, and they now do the right things 
near the road. The population appreciated this exercise as it was useful 
for public awareness.” – Nadedjingar Eugene, Administrative Director, 
Komé School District 

 
 

“The competition was very exciting, and we were very happy to 
be in it. I drew a picture of a small boy playing football near the 

road, because it is a chance to have an accident. Children play in 
the road because they just don’t know about the risk. The road 

signs help with safety because people understand them. The 
competition helps too. I want to see my own sign on the road 

too!” – Mbaisissem Benjamin, Komé school  
competition winner, Age 12 

 

 
“When I knew about the competition, I was happy 
because I like to draw. Even before the competition, I 
drew animals, houses and trees. I drew a vehicle on the 
road for my sign. I never expected to win! Here, there 
are many vehicles and the children don’t know the risk. 
Everyone in my class learned these lessons about road 
safety. I have four brothers and five sisters, and I will 
tell them about my experiences.” – Mbaidoba Natacha, 
Komé school competition winner, Age 13
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SAFETY STATISTICS 
Recordable Incident Rate 

 

The Recordable Incident Rate measures overall safety performance by capturing even minor 
injury accidents. The project’s Recordable Incident Rate has for years been well below the 
average rate of the United States petroleum industry as a whole, which exceeded the project’s 
accident rate by a factor of three in 2011. The rate measures recordable incidents per 200,000 
working hours.  The industry benchmark for the U.S. petroleum industry comes from reports to 
the American Petroleum Institute by participating companies. 

On-the-Job Injuries (OSHA Reportables)1 

 
Q1 2011 Q2 2011 Q3 2011 Q4 2011 

Total 
2011 

Project 
to date 

Fatalities 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Lost Time 0 1 0 0 1 28 

Restricted Work 0 1 0 1 2 143 

Medical Treatment 
Required 

3 2 1 2 8 308 

First Aid Cases 15 17 12 9 53 2,838 
       

Worker Hours (thousands) 3,842 3,885 4,036 3,997 15,759 275,903 

       

Trend Analysis       

Recordable Incident Rate 0.16 0.21 0.05 0.14 0.14 0.35 

Lost Time Incident Rate 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 
1. Safety statistics include EEPCI, TOTCO, COTCO, other affiliates working for the project and their respective contractors. They 

include incidents involving a location, property or activities owned, controlled or supervised by those entities.
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Traffic Safety Tally 

 
Q1 2011 Q2 2011 Q3 2011 Q4 2011 

Total 
2011 

Project to 
date 

Traffic 
Accidents1 7 4 7 4 22 930 

1. Includes all project vehicle traffic incidents, including those not recordable under OSHA guidelines. The total includes minor and major 
vehicle damage accidents plus injury accidents, including non-recordables. 

 

CONTEXT: STANDARDS FOR SAFETY REPORTING 

Measuring Safety Performance 

The tabulation and statistical analysis of accident reports plays a crucial role in accident 
prevention efforts for large industrial projects like the Chad/Cameroon Development Project. 

Like many other companies, ExxonMobil has selected the widely recognized U. S. Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) guidelines as a standard for measuring safety 
performance worldwide. Thus, statistics from the project can be compared with those from 
other company locations. 

OSHA guidelines are also widely used by many other oil companies and a number of similar 
industries, thus providing additional benchmarks that can help measure the project’s safety 
performance. 

In addition to worldwide application of the stringent OSHA guidelines, Esso also complies with 
any local requirements for compiling and reporting accidents and accident statistics that may 
be in force in the countries where it operates. Therefore, the project maintains and analyzes an 
extensive range of safety statistics, even though the governments of Chad and Cameroon have 
not yet adopted detailed safety standards similar to those found in industrialized nations. 

Transparency of Results 

Immediate accident reporting by the project to authorities in Chad and Cameroon is consistent 
with, and in some cases superior to, transparency practices followed in most industrialized 
nations. 

 All major accidents, including ones that fall outside the OSHA accident reporting 
guidelines, are immediately reported to local authorities for investigation. Local law 
enforcement authorities generally are on the scene shortly after a major accident, and 
the project cooperates fully in all police investigations. Thus, the project’s reporting of 
accidents is much the same as in the United States and many other countries, where 
police, fire or other emergency agencies are called to major accident scenes. 

 In addition, the project’s OSHA-based safety performance statistics are published in 
these Project Update reports. As indicated in the Preface, the reports are posted on the 
Internet (www.essochad.com) and hundreds of printed copies are distributed to a wide 
array of stakeholders, including NGOs, the two host countries, as well as the 
international community.
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Consultation & Communication 
During 2011, the project’s outreach efforts included almost 900 public consultation sessions 
throughout the entire project area. Many of the sessions were public gatherings in villages for a 
range of purposes, including meetings to discuss motorbike safety, arrangements to install 
community infrastructure, and land use compensation. A number of sessions in Cameroon were 
related to the project’s roll out of the Right-of-way Integrity Program during the first half of 
2011. 

Consultation Meeting Tally 

 Q1 2011 Q2 2011 Q3 2011 Q4 2011 Total 2011 

Chad      

 Sessions 47 35 55 58 195 

 Attendees 3,087 1,817 2,506 2,709 10,119 

Cameroon      

 Sessions 257 200 132 114 703 

 Attendees 4,362 2,388 1,362 2,256 10,368 

 

THE PLATFORM FOR CONSULTATION AND COOPERATION 

In addition to the numerous village level public consultation sessions, a program called the 
Platform for Consultation and Cooperation continues to be an effective instrument in resolving 
any issues that arise involving the project and Cameroonian citizens. The Platform, first 
convened in 2005, was part of a social statement process created to address a number of 
outstanding individual and community claims from the project’s main construction period. As a 
collaboration between the project, community-focused NGOs and the government of 
Cameroon, the Platform has a strong record of satisfactorily mediating claims by applying a 
collaborative problem solving approach to claims resolution. 
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THE PLATFORM: SUCCESSFULLY RESOLVED CLAIM DELIVERS CLEAN WATER TO THE TALLA COMMUNITY 

For the first time in over two decades, the community of Talla has reliable access to its own 
drinking water, the result of a successful case resolution by the Platform. Although Talla is 
located just outside the coastal city of Kribi, the community had no access to the city’s 
municipal water supply because of its elevated location on a nearby hill. For years, the residents 
of this community had to travel to neighboring villages to buy their water. Today, they only 
need to walk a few steps to retrieve water. 

 

Recognizing the community’s need several years ago, the project retained a local contractor to 
drill a well, but the well stopped functioning after its original installation. The village filed a 
claim to have the well repaired or replaced, and a series of meetings between the Platform and 
village leadership led to a solution that all parties agreed upon. 
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Working with a different contractor, a new well was successfully installed in a separate location, 
and residents now have convenient access to water. As in every other successful resolution, the 
village Chief signed a document stating that he was satisfied with the solution, thereby closing 
the case. Below, several members of the Talla community observe the ceremonial “first pump.” 

 
 

  

“I’m happy to hear that the community and the Platform 
thinks we have done a good job. Because of the unique 
location of this well, we needed to drill deeply to get to a 
long term source of quality water. Because we have studied 
the geological formation and soil characteristics at this 
location, we are confident that this well will serve this 
community for at least 30 years.” – Nano Maturín, 
Contractor, Ets Alan & Steve  

“CPSP is satisfied because the village is happy with their new 
well. We are also pleased that COTCO continues to fulfill their 
commitment to the community and the EMP. The EMP holds 

both CPSP and COTCO to a high standard and has been a very 
good tool to protect communities and the environment.” 

 – Joseph Koffi, Environmental Inspector, Cameroon 
Pipeline Steering and Monitoring Committee (CPSP) 
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“This water well is a good example of the 
Platform working. It is also good for the 

population, because they know that through the 
Platform, they are represented. We all took the 

time that was necessary to find a contractor that 
could get the job done and make a water well 

that would work properly. Sometimes it’s 
important to take the right amount of time to 

solve a problem once and for all and this is the 
best water pump that I have seen in my 13 years 

of working with COTCO. The project has been a 
good partner, and the Platform has now 

addressed all of the outstanding issues.” – 
Ebenezer Diwouta, Team Coordinator, FOCARFE, 

an NGO and Platform member 
 

“With over 1,000 residents, Talla is a big 
community. Our big developmental problem is 
water – because we are on a hill, we do not get it 
pumped from Kribi. And when the project had the 
first well installed, the original contractor did not 
understand that we needed deeper wells because 
of this hill. So, before this new well was installed, 
we used to have to travel to another village and 
pay them for all our water. Everyone is now so 
happy about this well because for the first time 
since 1989, we have our own drinking water.”        
– Serge Christ Bobwam, Chief, Talla Village 
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Compensation 
Compensation paid to individuals for land use by the project in the last four quarters totaled 
over 610 million FCFA (almost $1.3 million) in cash and in-kind payments. Almost 15 billion 
FCFA (well over $24 million) in individual compensation for land use has been disbursed since 
the project began. While all major project infrastructure construction has been completed for 
some time in both Chad and Cameroon, the project still has ongoing compensation 
commitments that it maintains. The levels of these commitments have been stabilized at levels 
well below those from 2000 to 2003 when construction was underway for the central oilfield 
facilities, the initial oilfield development, and the export pipeline system. 

Tally of Individual Compensation (Millions FCFA) 

 
Q1 2011 Q2 2011 Q3 2011 Q4 2011 

Total 
2011 

Project to 
Date 

Chad 209.4 167.6 112.2 114.0 603.2 8,983.0 

Cameroon 0.3 5.3 1.2 0.1 6.9 5,708.0 

Project 
Total 

209.7 172.9 113.4 114.1 610.1 14,691.0 

 

A CLOSER LOOK AT THE PROJECT’S CURRENT COMPENSATION PROCESS IN CHAD 

In Chad, most compensation commitments involve land acquisition for additional production 
wells and the construction of facilities that enhance daily crude oil output. The amount of 
compensation for these commitments has stabilized at levels well below those from the 2000 
to 2003 project construction era.  

Land use compensation follows a multi-step consultation process described in the project’s 
Environmental Management Plan. First, compensation rates agreed upon by the project, the 
World Bank, NGOs, and the governments of Chad, are posted in all affected villages. To ensure 
that the proposed rates and policies are understood, the project conducts village meetings and 
answers questions. Finally, the project works with the local village leadership to conduct 
individual consultations, identify the exact location of any land needed and determine 
appropriate compensation. 
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Compensation payments take place in public to ensure that local villagers understand the 
process is fair, open and transparent. During payment ceremonies like the one in the Chadian 
village of Begada I (below), the Village Chief and Canton Chief will approve and sign the 
appropriate documents (middle right). Individuals receiving compensation approve the final 
paperwork with both their signature and their thumbprint (below left). Once the process is 
complete, a photograph serves as a final verification (middle row left). Photographs have been 
used to document every land compensation payment made since the beginning of construction. 

  

“I use my land to grow 
sorghum, peanuts and 
beans. The project took 1/16 
of a hectare and I have 1/4 
hectare left. I am happy to 
receive compensation 
because I will buy an ox to 
help me grow more crops 
and earn more money.— 
Ngaradoum Frederic, 
Farmer from Begada I 
(above) 

 “The project needed 1/16 of a hectare of my land, which is 
right next to Ngaradoum’s plot. I have received several 
compensations from the project before, and I have about 
1/2 hectare of land now. With the previous 
compensations, I used the money to build a house and buy 
2 oxen which had a baby, so now I have even an 
additional ox. This money will pay for food for my 16 
children, who all live with me now.” — Denebeye Agathe, 
Farmer from Begada I (left) 
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COMPENSATION IN CAMEROON 

In Cameroon, where construction ended in 2003, compensation activities generally relate to 
the ongoing social statement process. Established to resolve concerns and issues involving 
Cameroonian citizens, the social statement process was developed in collaboration with local 
NGOs, representatives of the government of Cameroon, and villagers. For more on the social 
statement consultation Platform, please see the Chapter on Consultation & Communication. 

Additionally, there is periodic compensation for using land in Cameroon required for 
maintenance or facilities improvements. For example, in the Cameroonian village of Ngaye, the 
project needed to move heavy equipment through a local farm to access the pipeline right-of-
way. In this case, the project contacted the farmer multiple times to provide information about 
the planned activities, to gather baseline information about the amount and type of land to be 
used, and finally, to provide compensation as outlined by the EMP.  

 

“My land was used in October, and 
although I lost some of my crops, the 

process worked well for me. Normally at 
this time I would just be completing the 

harvest and would need to sell my corn at 
market before I could earn the money that 

I now have. With the money from the 
compensation, I will improve my thatch 

roof with tin for the house I recently built 
for my family.” — Ndaga Albert, Farmer 

from Ngaye 

 
 

 “I’m happy with the process of compensation, 
because when COTCO needs to destroy the crops, 
the farmers get compensated fairly. This helps 
them buy soap, oil, and other goods that cost 
money but help the village. Besides the 
compensation, the other benefit of the pipeline is 
that villagers get jobs when it is necessary to help 
repair erosion, like on the pipeline near Ndaga’s 
farm. This way they are able to earn a little 
money which can help pay for medicine. Our 
village has been compensated several times, and 
we trust COTCO here to pay fair compensation.” 
—Wiripou Marc, Chef de Ngaye 
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Land Use in the Oilfield Development 
Area 
The project’s Land Use Mitigation Action Plan accomplishments in 2011 include an innovative 
composting program, an improved community compensation program and improvements to a 
program to enhance local agricultural techniques in the oilfield area. 

LAND RECLAMATION AND RETURN: NEW COMPOSTING INITIATIVE YIELDS POSITIVE RESULTS 

An innovative new composting and land reclamation program introduced in the oilfield area has 
yielded positive results after its first season. Working with a select group of area famers, the 
project provided compost for land it was returning to famers and educated them about how 
composting can boost the productivity of their crops.  

I approved of the amended 
soil at the beginning of the 
season, and now, at the end 
of the season, we have seen 
some good results. The soil is 
very beneficial, and if I had 
my wish, all of our farmland 
would be treated with soil 
amendment, because our 
soil is so poor. We hope to 
learn these techniques so we 
can extend this knowledge to 
everyone.” – Ngadeur 
Amond, Chief, Mbanga 2 
Village 
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At the beginning of the growing season, the farmers and village chiefs monitored the 
distribution of the compost and verified the soil quality during the land return. All of the 
participants reported significant improvements in land productivity, with some farmers 
doubling their annual crops. The program, one of the few large-scale composting operations in 
Chad, produces its compost from the project’s kitchen scraps, wood and other organic waste. 

   

“The harvest was very good this year, because the compost made the soil more fertile. Now 
there is more food for my family, and I am looking forward to next year’s treatment. Now, every 
farmer wishes they could have their soil treated. Our soil is naturally poor, so it is very good to 
have this amendment.” – Mbáihikadjinang Zacharie, farmer, Mbanga 2 Village 
 

  

”My land is small but even my 
harvest was better with the 

amendment. We all need the 
compost. Along with my small plot, 
I trade and produce baked goods to 

help feed my family.” – 
Madjitonou Moal, farmer, 

Mbanga 1 village 

“I received the soil amendment in June, and it 
really helped my crops – my production 
doubled this year. I was happy when I got my 
land back and even happier with the compost. 
I feel lucky to be one of the ones to receive the 
compost. The extra compost will help feed my 
family better, and I am looking forward to the 
amendment next year.” – Djimhamnodji 
Jacques, Farmer, Mbanga 1 Village 
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COMMUNITY COMPENSATION: A NEW SCHOOL FOR THE VILLAGE OF MAIKEIRI 

Secondary school children are attending classes in Maikeiri’s new school, less than a year after 
the project began to help the village replace some of its thatched school classrooms with a 
sturdy concrete building. The school was made possible through the project’s updated 
community compensation program, which provides villages in the project area with 
development projects to compensate for indirect impacts. 

 

Maikeiri’s new school facility includes three classrooms which feature plenty of light, 
comfortable ventilation, desks and other tools for teachers. 

“I really love working at this kind of 
school. It is much easier for us to 
transfer knowledge to the children in 
this kind of building, because the 
teachers can teach better and the 
children can learn and achieve more 
now that they are comfortable. This 
community is very interested in the 
education.  At some point we will all be 
replaced by these children, so we must 
take care of them and prepare them for 
their future.” – Ezekiel Ngarbin, 
Headmaster 
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Maikeiri’s old, thatched classrooms used by the secondary students were cramped, hot and 
dark (below). The classrooms had to be rebuilt almost every year after Chad’s rainy season to 
fix damage from wind and water. 

 

“The new building is good for children 
to learn in. The school is like the sun – 
education allows our people to see. 
We track our children and we make 
them all go to school. Both the 
mothers and the fathers are equally 
concerned about the education of 
their children – our goal here in 
Maikeiri is to have every child get an 
education.” – Richard Koumatoloum, 
Chief, Maikieri village 
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COMMUNITY COMPENSATION: NEW VILLAGE MILL GENERATES REVENUE AND PAYS FOR TEACHERS 

A new community grain mill in Morkete now provides an additional source of income which 
ultimately helps pay for the village’s teachers. The mill was made possible as part of the 
project’s improved fast track community compensation program, which provides villages in the 
Oilfield Development Area with community development projects to make up for indirect 
impacts. Recent improvements in the program now allow for the construction of projects 
designed to help generate income for area villages. In addition to building the structure and 
providing the mill equipment, the project also provided training on how to operate the diesel 
engine and the three separate grinding machines and on building management. 

 
 

 

 

 

“My father sent me to the mill today to mill 
sorghum. Today, I had three kilos to grind. Before 
this mill opened, I had to go far to mill our food. ” 
– Nelembaye Iréne, mill customer from Ngalaba 
village (left and above right) 

“When the mill opened, we formed a committee to 
manage the mill. We charge a small fee for people 
to mill here, and from that we can pay for security 
and operations. The remaining money goes to 
invest in trading peanuts. We use that money to 
pay for teachers in our village. Our villagers are 
delighted to have the mill here because before we 
had to travel 12 kilometers each way to process 
our food. Now we are also able to earn money 
from the people coming from other villages such 
as Maikeiri and Ngalaba. When we chose this mill, 
women, men and even young children all 
participated in the process which was very 
smooth.” – Toídom Job, Morkete mill committee 
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THE FIVE STEPS OF REFLECTION: IMPROVING THE RESETTLEMENT COMPENSATION PROCESS 

Farmers that qualify for the project’s resettlement compensation program can now make more 
informed decisions about their compensation choices, thanks to an improved consultation 
process. The Five Steps of Reflection delivers information about the compensation program in 
ways that ensures that eligible farmers get the information and time that they need to 
understand their options and make the right choice for them. In addition to off-farm training, 
the improved agriculture program provides farm equipment, animals and on-farm training, 
gardening and animal husbandry. 

The Five Steps of Reflection begins with introductory meetings with village chiefs and elders to 
help them understand what the process will mean for the community. Educating village chiefs 
and elders empowers them to provide guidance to local farmers. This is followed by public 
meetings for the whole village and peer consultation sessions. The entire process is conducted 
over the course of a month, allowing time for farmers to independently consult with their 
families, peers and chiefs, and evaluate their options. 

 

Above, eligible famers from the village of Miandoum V participate in a final public discussion 
with the project’s socioeconomic team before making their individual compensation choices. 
This is the fifth and last step of the Five Steps of Reflection.
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“We are gathered here for the last step of reflection where the 
farmers will make their choices. Many will choose raising 
animals as part of the improved agriculture program. This year 
especially, Canton and Village Chiefs are more involved, and 
this is important because we can monitor and follow the 
eligible people to make sure that their actions contribute to the 
benefit of the village. All the eligible farmers are well informed 
– this is the third time that we have come together to discuss 
their choices – and because of the consultations, I believe they 
will each make the right choice for them and for the village. As 
the Chief, I am happy with the whole process.” – Djibé 
Edmund, Chief, Miandoum V  

 

“I previously had four hectares and the project has taken one. 
Today I will choose improved agriculture, which will help me 
because after the training I will receive equipment and animals 
for farming. Because it is the dry season, I am choosing a bull and 
a cow. I think the process has given me time to think about what 
is best for me – this is very important, and it’s respectful. I made 
my own choice, but I did ask for advice from the Chief. I’m hopeful 
for the future, because with everything I have gotten it will help 
me with my farming and in other areas.” 
 – Djekousiem Phelemon, Miandoum V  
 
 

“Last year the project needed one hectare of my 
land, and they compensated me within one week. 
The compensation was good, but the Five Steps 
will also really help. They gave me the time to 
choose improved agriculture.  I will raise sheep in 
the dry season. Because I only have one hectare to 
take care of my five children, the equipment and 
training will help me make the plot more 
productive. The involvement of the chiefs in the 
process will help make sure everyone is honoring 
their obligations and monitor everyone to make 
sure the program is working for them. Before now, 
I had nothing and now the project will provide us 
with skills, equipment and hope for the future.” 
 – Denenaibeye Ivone, Miandoum V 
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IMPROVED AGRICULTURE PROGRAM: A SUCCESS STORY 

Like 80% of the Improved Agriculture Training Program class attendees, Mbairamadji Jasson 
was not technically eligible for the project’s resettlement compensation program, but he 
recognized the value of the training and audited the classes, which are all open to the public. 

Participants are first taught basic reading, writing and math skills before moving on to learning 
animal husbandry techniques and best farming practices for both the dry and rainy seasons. 
Upon completion of the courses, eligible farmers receive livestock and supplemental farming 
equipment like plows and carriages. With the skills he learned in the project’s training courses, 
Mbairamadji has been able to expand his production significantly, a success story which has 
been profiled by several Chadian radio stations and newspapers. Below, Mbairamadji and one 
of his five children feed their livestock while his produce awaits a trip to the market. 

  

“After I took the improved agriculture training with the project in 2004, I moved out from 
Ngalaba to start this farm with two cows. This was the most important day in my life. When I 
started here, it’s like my mind opened up and I had a vision for the future. It’s so important for 
my family because we have economic power now. I would never have been able to make this 
farm so successful if I didn’t have the training. I want to continue to grow and hope that some 
people in the area will follow my example, which would help feed the area.” 
 – Mbairamadji Jasson, Ngalaba Village 
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VILLAGE FACT SHEETS 

Part of the project socioeconomic team’s efforts to make continuous improvements in 
managing project land use, recently developed fact sheets for each village in the Oilfield 
Development Area help monitor and track project impacts. The fact sheets serve as a reference 
guide for project teams and other external stakeholders during village visits and consultations, 
providing important insights into the history of the village and its relationship with the project. 
Additional data includes the project footprint in the village area, land use details, impact survey 
data, and other information about impacted individuals. A sample page of a fact sheet can be 
seen below. 

 

The fact sheets, which help distill the large amount of information available about these villages 
into a brief and easily understandable format, are expected to help the socioeconomic team to 
better assess and verify the adequacy of the resettlement and community compensation 
programs in each village. 
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LAND RECLAMATION & RETURN: HOLDING STEADY ON THE TOTAL LAND USE FOOTPRINT 

Using an array of land reclamation techniques, the project has limited its total land use in the 
Oilfield Development Area to roughly the same level for the last six years, since the Land Use 
Management Action Plan began. Although the continuing program of drilling to fully develop 
Chad’s oil resource has required acquisition of additional land in each of those years, the 
project has aggressively been working to reclaim and return unneeded land to farmers to keep 
pace with the new land requirements. 

 

As this graph shows, the total project land footprint in the six oilfields of the Oilfield 
Development Area has been kept to 2,650 hectares. The project’s land reclamation and return 
initiatives have stayed even with the land requirements of the extra drilling by returning over 
1,436 hectares of project-use land to farmers since the land reclamation program began. 

Total Returned Land 
1,436 Hectares Returned for Farming 

Current Land Footprint 
2,650 Hectares Temporary Use Land 

Permanent Facility Land 
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CONTEXT: BACKGROUND ON LAND USE & COMPENSATION 

History of EMP Compensation Programs 

All land users and villages have been compensated according to the Environmental 
Management Plan that was approved prior to project construction. 

Since construction began in 2000, the project has compensated nearly 12,330 individual land 
users for more than 7,000 hectares of land in 375 villages along the entire length of the project 
from the oilfields in Komé, Chad, to the terminus of the export pipeline at Kribi, Cameroon. 

In the Oilfield Development Area, individual land user compensation has been paid for more 
than 3,850 hectares of land involving just over 5,600 individuals. The project has thus utilized at 
one time or another about 4 % of the 100,000 hectares of land in the Oilfield Development 
Area. When all temporary construction use land has been returned, the percentage of use will 
be just over 1.5 % of the 100,000 hectares. 

The project’s compliance with the EMP compensation requirements has been documented in 
these Project Update Reports and by the External Compliance Monitoring group and the 
International Advisory Group. (For statistics on the latest compensation for land use, see the 
section on Compensation.) A set of principles set out in the EMP have guided the compensation 
effort, including: 

 A transparent compensation procedure so that all village residents can see that no other 
resident is gaining an advantage. 

 Sensitivity to cultural practices and local legal requirements. Most land is controlled by 
the village and allocated by the local chief. In Chad and Cameroon, nearly all land is 
legally owned by the state. So farmers, rather than owning land as is commonly the case 
in Europe or North America, have only the use of the land for crops. The project 
therefore does not buy land but compensates for farmer labor and lost crop 
opportunities as provided in the EMP. 

 The recording of all compensation transactions. Each payment is archived with a photo 
of the transaction and the recipient’s thumb print. 

 Avoidance of resettlement of households through project redesign and by offering two 
resettlement alternatives:  improved agriculture training and off farm employment 
training. 
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History of the Land Use Mitigation Action Plan 

As the three original oilfields were being developed, and results began coming in from the 
completed wells, it became clear that more wells would be necessary to develop the Doba 
region oil. This additional drilling and the infrastructure needed to collect the oil and to supply 
electricity to the wells, was consuming more land than originally anticipated. 

 The project’s efforts to address this land use situation began in mid-2005, when it 
declared a Level II Noncompliance Situation regarding the pace of reclamation and 
return to communities of temporary use land as specified in the EMP. 

 In early 2006, the project freed the necessary construction resources to begin clearing 
the land reclamation backlog so that the land could be returned to villages for 
agricultural use. 

 In June, 2006, the authors of the Chad Resettlement and Compensation Plan Evaluation 
Study (Drs. Robert Barclay and George Koppert, 2006) collected field data for an 
independent study jointly commissioned by the project and the International Finance 
Corporation. 

 By the end of 2006, based on the study, the project had developed an initial mitigation 
action plan and began implementing it. 

 The final Land Use Mitigation Action Plan, adopted in April 2007, enhanced the initial 
plan through collaboration with the Environment and Social Development Department 
of the International Finance Corporation. For the full text of the finalized Action Plan 
and associated documents, see the project website at 0Hwww.essochad.com.  

 By early 2008, a team of experts assigned to implement the Land Use Mitigation Action 
Plan had completed all of the first year work commitments outlined in the plan. 

 By the end of 2010, all work had been completed in the nine action areas of work 
categories in the original plan and the components of the Land Use Mitigation Action 
Plan were being integrated into the project’s day-to-day land acquisition processes 

 In 2011, the project launched a new phase of improvement for its land use mitigation 
work in the Oilfield Development Area, creating enhanced land use impact assessment 
tools to respond more quickly to the constantly evolving circumstances of affected 
individuals and villages. 
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Local Employment 
The project’s contributions to its host country economies in 2011 included wages paid to 
Chadians and Cameroonians of 72 billion FCFA ($153 million). 

 Almost 6,500 Chadian and Cameroonian nationals had jobs with EEPCI, COTCO, TOTCO 
and their contractors at the end of 2011, over 88% of the total workforce. Increases in 
the number of people employed in Chad resulted from an increased focus on security 
and protection against thefts in the Oilfield Development Area.  

 Over two-thirds of the Chadians and Cameroonians working for the project hold  jobs in 
the semi-skilled, skilled or supervisory job categories. 

WAGES 

 Wage payments to Chadian workers for the third quarter of 2011 totaled an estimated 
15.8 billion FCFA ($34.7 million). For the fourth quarter, wages were estimated at 16.1 
billion FCFA ($33.0 million). 

 Wage payments to Cameroonian workers for the third quarter of 2011 totaled an 
estimated 2.8 billion FCFA ($6.0 million). For the fourth quarter, wages were estimated 
at 2.7 billion FCFA ($5.5 million). 

Total Project Workforce Quarter by Quarter1 (in Full Time Equivalents2) 

 Q1 2011 Q2 2011 Q3 2011 Q4 2011 

Chad     

 Nationals 5,193 5,061 5,365 5,443 

 Expatriates 820 903 884 839 

Total Chad 6,012 5,964 6,249 6,282 

Cameroon     

 Nationals 1,082 1,040 1,079 1,036 

 Expatriates 69 66 69 66 

Total Cameroon 1,151 1,106 1,148 1,103 

Project Total 7,163 7,070 7,396 7,385 

Project Total 7,163 7,070 7,396 7,385 1. Estimates of wages and project workforce have been based on the latest available information and may be adjusted in future reports.  
2. Also called FTEs. For more on reporting employment statistics using FTEs, see the context section at the end of this chapter. 
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NATIONAL WORKERS EMPLOYMENT SKILL LEVELS 

Over 71% of the Chadians and Cameroonians working for the project held skilled or semi-skilled 
positions through the end of 2011. More than 6% held supervisory positions. Skilled jobs 
include such positions as control room operators, technicians for oilfields, construction, 
machinery, electrical and instrumentation, EMP monitors and welders. Examples of semi-skilled 
jobs include food service assistants, security guards and welder helpers. 

 

 

 

BUSINESS SKILLS TRAINING PROGRAM: DEVELOPING NATIONAL WORKERS FOR LEADERSHIP ROLES 

The Business Skills Training Program helps prepare Chadian and Cameroonian staff for 
management and leadership positions with the project. Since its inception in 2003, more than 
900 employees have participated in the program either voluntarily or at the recommendation 
of their supervisors.  

Project managers consistently report improvement in employee skills and performance as a 
result of the training. The success of the program is evident by the fact that many participants 
have been promoted to supervisory or management roles in the project. As of 2011, more than 
50% of the project’s supervisors are Chadian and Cameroonian nationals.  

“Many companies are afraid to train their workforce because 
they think their employees will leave for other opportunities, but 
this company puts a lot of effort into developing our national 
workforce. We challenge the students and make the sessions 
interactive and fun. We know the training works because more 
than half of our supervisory positions are now being held by 
national employees. Because of this, I feel great about my job, 
knowing that the work I do improves this organization and the 
national workforces in Chad and Cameroon.” – Gotram 
Ngaralbaye, Competency Assurance and Training Coordinator
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Each year dozens of Chadian employees travel to Komé to participate in several days of project-
based and interactive classes like the one below, where students play a game with a ball as part 
of a teambuilding exercise. Courses cover topics like Business Writing, Effective Teams and 
Cultural Essentials, Problem Solving and Decision Making, and Collaboration and Positive 
Influence. 

 

 

“Business Writing training was one of my most memorable 
trainings and was very important for me as an electrical 
engineer. The Cultural Diversity session was also important. 
Working with so many people with diverse backgrounds, 
ethnicities and accents, communication can be challenging 
without the proper training. Afterwards, several coworkers 
and I all agreed that it taught us things that we didn’t even 
know existed. This training has an impact on the Chadian 
workforce because the knowledge is transferred whether 
workers continue to work here or filter into other roles in 
Chad.” – Hassane Kara, Electrical Engineer 

“When I became the lead logistics coordinator, 
my manager recommended that I take several 
Business Skills Training Program courses to 
continue my professional development. This is a 
normal part of the culture here within the 
project. The courses I took were very useful. For 
example, the Problem Solving course taught me 
a framework for approaching problems that I 
can apply everywhere. The Cultural Sensitivity 
training helps us understand a variety of 
perspectives to achieve common goals. I would 
recommend that everyone here takes these 
classes, and knowing what I know now, I am 
confident that I am a more productive team 
member.” – Moustapha Haggar, Lead Logistics 
Coordinator 
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RESERVOIR SURVEILLANCE: CHADIAN EMPLOYEE PLAYS KEY ROLE IN COMPLEX MISSION 

The project’s reservoir surveillance team has historically been based in the United States. 
However, in 2011, a Chadian engineer became the first member of the team to operate out of 
the project’s N’Djamena headquarters. Abdelkerim Issa, one of the first Chadian engineers 
hired by the project, was mentored and trained for this highly-skilled position in Houston. 
Following his training in Houston, Issa held various development roles in the EMP, Reservoir 
Engineering, and Planning departments. This extensive experience in different aspects of the 
project has helped him understand both the complex nature of reservoir surveillance and the 
socioeconomic and environmental issues that factor into optimum well placement.  

The reservoir surveillance team has 
the complex task of evaluating the 
project’s underground oil reservoirs 
and making strategic drilling decisions 
using all available data. The team 
uses computer modeling and 
simulation techniques to estimate the 
locations, size and production 
capacity of existing wells and 
potential well sites. Their work also 
helps determine what maintenance 
and stimulation is needed to sustain 
production levels. Based on the 
surveillance team’s work, the project 
has drilled hundreds of production 
wells and generated billions of dollars 
in revenue for Chad from this precious resource. Issa presented a technical talk at the Chad 
International Oil, Mining and Energy (CIOME) 2011 Conference (above), which was attended by 
Chad’s Prime Minister and hundreds of people interested in or involved with the international 
energy industry. For more on this conference, please see the Chapter on Production and 
Construction. 

“The company makes major decisions on how to 
invest in production based upon our simulations. 
If the surveillance team doesn’t do its job 
properly, production would go down, and both 
the company and Chad would suffer as a result. 
That the company now trusts this important work 
to be done in Chad by a Chadian is so important 
to me. I’m honored by the company for trusting 
me with this huge responsibility and complicated 
task.” – Abdelkerim Issa, Reservoir Engineer 
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CONTEXT: REPORTING LOCAL EMPLOYMENT 

The Project Update Report now reports statistics on local employment on the basis of Full Time 
Equivalents or FTEs. Reporting by FTEs makes it possible to account for the wide diversity of 
work shifts and rotations of the project’s work force, as well as the seasonal variations in the 
types of jobs available with the project. 

 Many of the project’s workers are on rotator schedules, for example working in tandem 
with another “back to back” worker. Rotators typically work 28 days on and 28 days off 
or some similar pattern, but when on duty they work seven days a week, 12 hours per 
day. 

 Other workers have day-to-day jobs where they work Monday through Friday shifts for 
shorter days but are on duty for most of the year with no rotation breaks. 

 Another category of workers, often hired from villages near project facilities, have 
temporary contracts and work only a few weeks at a time in order to complete special 
projects such as maintenance of the pipeline right-of-way. 

Converting all these employee work patterns into standard Full Time Equivalents based on 
actual hours work will yield a consistent and more accurate picture of the project’s local 
employment. 
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Local Business Development 
Since the project began, its purchases of goods and services from local suppliers has totaled 
over 1.4 trillion FCFA ($2.6 billion), part of a continued commitment to support local businesses 
and follow the guidelines set forth by the EMP. 

LOCAL BUSINESS SPENDING STATISTICS 

The project’s purchases of goods and services from local suppliers totaled 102.7 billion FCFA 
($217.2 million) in 2011. 

 In Chad, spending over the last four quarters totaled 78.7 billion FCFA ($166 million), 
bringing project spending to date in Chad to an estimated total of 925.1 billion FCFA 
(over $ 1.75 billion). 

 In Cameroon, spending over the last four quarters totaled 24 billion FCFA (over $50 
million), bringing project spending to date in Cameroon to an estimated total of 500 
billion FCFA (about $872 million). 

 

Project Spending with Local Businesses1 (In Billions of FCFA) 

 
Q1 2011 Q2 2011 Q3 2011 Q4 2011 

Total 
2011 

Project 
to Date 

Chad 23.9 16.5 18.2 20.2 78.7 925.1 

Cameroon 7.2 5.1 5.5 6.2 24.0 512.5 

Project Total 31.1 21.6 23.7 26.4 102.7 1,437.6 

1. Prepared using the latest available data. Data for previous quarters has been updated to include late reported data. 
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FOOD SERVICES: KOMÉ CATERING OPERATIONS SOURCE ALL VEGETABLES FROM LOCAL SUPPLIERS 

All of the vegetables served in the project’s Oilfield Development Area cafeterias are now 
sourced exclusively from local suppliers. This is a significant milestone for the project, which 
continually works to expand the use of local business services. Currently, the project purchases 
65% of its beef and lamb from local suppliers, as well as a wide variety of fruits.  

     

The project works with local suppliers to negotiate three-month contracts on behalf of the 
farmers. Every three months, suppliers are rotated to encourage fair competition and give 
more local farmers the opportunity to participate and receive the economic benefit of the 
project’s food operations. With a guaranteed consistent and diverse supply of produce, the 
catering staff is able to provide greater menu selection in the 1,700 meals they serve every day. 

 

 
 
 
 “In Chad, we actually get a better yield out of many of the local 
products than we could get importing them. That’s why we 
source 100% of our fresh vegetables locally now. Food is my 
passion, and I’ve worked all of my life in this industry all across 
the world. I love working with the Chadians here – in fact, Chad 
is the best place I’ve worked.” – Deepak Shriram Tare, CIS 
Catering Operations Manager

“My partner and I have been supplying food to the project 
for 7 years. We grow rice in the rainy season and onions, 
tomatoes, peppers, eggplant, watermelons in the dry 
season. Our business has increased as a result of the 
project’s local sourcing in Doba, and we are now even 
adding new vegetables and fruits to what we grow. The 
project invests in us as well, loaning us the seeds that they 
want to grow, so that we can better satisfy their demand.” 
– Alhadj Bello Kawa, Local Farmer 
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BOCOM: CAMEROONIAN COMPANY LEVERAGES PROJECT SUPPORT FOR RAPID GROWTH 

BOCOM, a Cameroonian waste management contractor which has experienced tremendous 
growth and success as a local project vendor, recently signed a new contract to transport and 
manage all of the project’s hazardous waste in the Oilfield Development Area.  

COTCO’s partnership with the company dates back to 2001, when the project was just 
beginning construction activities and there was no infrastructure to support waste 
management. At the time, BOCOM was a micro-business in Douala with only four employees 
focused exclusively on recycling used motor oil. COTCO engaged BOCOM to process its 
hazardous waste, provided the company could meet stringent project requirements. With this 
agreement in place, BOCOM was able to secure a loan to purchase and install a sophisticated 
incinerator required for the work similar to the one shown below. 

 

COTCO, which was BOCOM’s only supplier at the time, helped the company develop waste 
management procedures and improve their safety, health and environmental procedures to 
meet international standards. COTCO also conducted numerous defensive driving, safety and 
waste management training sessions with BOCOM employees. Revenues from the project’s 
construction waste disposal needs resulted in tremendous growth for the company. BOCOM’s 
operating capital increased ten-fold in the first year and again the subsequent year – a 
hundred-fold increase in only two years. By the time the project’s waste management needs 
began to decrease with the end of major construction activities, BOCOM had matured enough 
as a company to acquire new customers and by 2006, COTCO represented just six percent of 
BOCOM’s waste management revenue.
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COTCO continued to provide technical expertise to the company, including stack emission 
testing on BOCOM’s incinerator. BOCOM has also incorporated the project’s emphasis on safety 
in every aspect of their operations. The company recently won an award for reaching the five 
year mark without an injury resulting in lost time.  

 
“We at BOCOM appreciate COTCO, because they were the 
inspiration for our company early on. As one of our early 
partners, they introduced us to their high safety standards – the 
project is a very responsible company in terms of both 
environmentally sensitive waste management and safety. Now, 
our growth is based upon the increasing need to dispose of 
waste in environmentally sensitive ways. Our mission here is to 
protect the environment, and much has been done in Cameroon 
to this end. But there is still much to do. The project’s high 
standards create a ripple effect, as they demand the same 
excellence from their subcontractors, who then introduce these 
same principles to other clients. If we can help spread this 
awareness, then we will have succeeded.” – Adinwo Mah 
Sama, Directeur Général, BOCOM 

Today, BOCOM employs over 1000 employees, continues to diversify its services and invest in 
additional facilities to take advantage of the increasing demand for responsible waste disposal 
across central Africa. The addition of a battery recycling unit has helped the company pursue 
several new business opportunities, including producing lead ingots (bottom left) for sale in 
Africa and Europe, and recycling plastic casings into roofing (below, top right), shingles and 
walkway pavers (below, bottom right). The company has also diversified to distribute 
petroleum products in Cameroon.  
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SUPPORTING LOCAL BUSINESSES NEAR THE OILFIELD AREA 

The Land Use Mitigation Action Plan’s Improved Agriculture Program benefits both local farms 
and businesses in the Oilfield Development Area. While local farmers benefit directly, the 
demand for new agricultural equipment, such as sheep barns, grain silos and water troughs 
(below), also supports local industry. For more information on the project’s Improved 
Agriculture Program, see the chapter on the Land Use in the Oilfield Development Area. 
 

 

“My relationship with the project has taught me a lot of things, 
including how to operate safely, how to deliver products that 
achieve Esso’s quality standards, and how to organize larger 
projects. Working with a multinational company like Esso also 
gives me credibility to generate more business with other 
clients. While doing this, it also has provided me with capital to 
expand my business. With the continued support of EEPCI, my 
business continues to grow, and I am even looking to expand 
into international markets. This relationship means that small 
business owners like me have shared the benefit of our 
country’s oil resources.” – Djasrangam Ngaryom, EBER, which 
manufactures sheep barns that the project distributes as a part 
of its compensation program. 
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“When we started this business 10 years ago, we had only 15 
people total, and now we employ over 300. Working with 

Esso, not only have we grown, but we have also learned a lot, 
particularly in the safety arena, which in the long run is really 
important to a company like ours. Also, working with a large, 

organized company like Esso helps us learn more about 
organizing and managing larger-scale projects – from 

construction to invoicing to environmental management to 
safety; all have improved. I am thankful for the partnership 

with Esso.” – Dol Douguititi, Technology Director, Solvet, 
which manufactures grain silos that the project distributes as 

a part of its compensation program. 

“Working with Esso helped us emerge from an artisanal shop to an 
industrial one. We are increasing our volume and becoming known 
for the work that we do. This order alone has created 10 jobs, 
which has helped 10 families. It also made it possible to buy 
specialized equipment, which now allows us to compete in specialty 
markets previously closed to us. These contracts are equally as 
important as Esso’s social contributions because they directly help 
small businesses. We also don’t have to rely on the state for help, 
which is itself a social contribution. For us, this shows that Esso 
cares about small business and about Chad’s people. We are 
hoping for a long-term cooperation with Esso – who knows what 
the future will hold?” – Nekar Réné – Technology director, Societé 
Touka et Fils, which manufactures livestock drinking troughs that 
the project distributes as a part of its compensation program. 
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Health 
Extensive workplace malaria prevention programs helped maintain the project’s low rate of 
malaria infection. The annual rate of 0.30 cases in non-immune personnel for every 200,000 
work hours was approximately the rate achieved by the project for the last five years. 

Malaria Infection Rate (Non-Immune Personnel) 

 
The malaria infection rate for non-immune project workers has been dramatically reduced over 
the years of the project’s intensive malaria prevention initiative. As the graph shows, the annual 
rate has been cut sharply from 11.44 in 2002, the last full year of export pipeline construction. 
The project achieved a rate of 0.30 cases per 200,000 work hours in 2011. 

For more information on the project’s extensive malaria fighting efforts in project-area 
communities in Chad and Cameroon, see the chapter on Community Investment. 
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CONSULTATIONS AT PROJECT CLINICS 

Project health clinics provided over 20,000 free health care consultations to workers in the past 
year at project facility clinics, a valued job benefit in Chad and Cameroon where health care can 
be difficult to obtain, especially in rural areas. The bulk of this care involved illnesses or other 
health conditions unrelated to the workplace. 

Consultations at Project Clinics 

 Q1 2011 Q2 2011 Q3 2011 Q4 2011 

Chad 4,488 4,396 5,008 3,265 

Cameroon 860 802 862 778 

Project Total 5,348 5,198 5,870 4,043 

 
Project Worker Health Data 

 

STDs1 

SSS2 Events 

(excluding Malaria 
& STDs) 

Hospitalizations/ 
Observations 

Medevacs 

 Q3 2011 Q4 2011 Q3 2011 Q4 2011 Q3 2011 Q4 2011 Q3 2011 Q4 2011 

Chad 69 57 99 65 3 5 1 2 

Cameroon 11 3 0 0 4 1 0 0 

Project Total 80 60 99 65 7 6 1 2 
1. STDs: Sexually Transmitted Diseases. 2. SSS: Sentinel Surveillance System, an epidemiological early warning system. Some examples of 
diseases tracked by the SSS include tuberculosis, dust exposure, meningitis, skin rashes and flu. The SSS focuses on additional diseases outside 
the two that have been priority targeted — malaria and sexually transmitted diseases. Trends in disease rates can help alert project health 
experts to a health problem before it reaches epidemic level. 
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PROJECT PROVIDES WIDE RANGE OF EMPLOYEE AND PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES 

The Medicine and Occupational Health Department (MOH) offers more than emergency 
medicine and administration of the employee health benefit plan; it manages a wide range of 
health issues in Chad and Cameroon. The department’s services falls into 4 main categories: 

Occupational Health: MOH offers preventative, routine and emergency medical care for all 
project staff and their employees. Prior to being hired, all job candidates are evaluated for 
possible health issues. Subsequently, all employees undergo medical evaluations every 12-36 
months (depending on age) for the duration of their employment. MOH regularly monitors 
employees who have exposure to potential health hazards. For example, workers exposed to 
loud noises must undergo periodic hearing exams to ensure that preventative safety 
precautions are effective. Additional occupational health responsibilities include management 
of work-related injuries and illness, inspection of all food entering the camp catering operation 
and instruction on proper hygiene and safety procedures in the kitchens. 

Industrial Hygiene: Public health issues in Chad and Cameroon could potentially affect any of 
the project’s thousands of employees. To proactively address concerns, MOH assesses the work 
environment for health hazards and administers advice and programs to mitigate or eliminate, 
if possible, any health hazards in the workplace. 

Public Health: To proactively address public health concerns which potentially affect any of the 
project’s thousands of employees, MOH administers infectious disease management and 
control programs and holds periodic workshops for staff on relevant public health issues. 

Community Outreach: Recognizing the link between project health issues and the local 
community, MOH has supported the health-related aspects of the project’s community 
outreach activities and collaborated with the Chadian government for many years, sharing its 
international expertise and actively participating in the Chadian Ministry of Public Health’s 
malaria and epidemic focused technical committees. While many of the other members of 
these committees are NGOs, EEPCI is one of very few private sector companies making such a 
significant investment in public health issues in Chad. As a result of this participation, project 
input within these committees often helps shape national health policy.  

 

“We have strong global experience in occupational and public 
health, and we are committed to not only keeping all of our 
employees healthy and safe, but to sharing our knowledge to 
benefit all Chadians, whether through our various relationships 
with the government or advising other companies doing 
business in Chad. Seeing the major improvements in safety and 
health culture here in Chad fills me with great pride and is one 
of many important pieces of my job.” – Dr. Karbet 
Djedouboum, MD, Medicine and Occupational Health, EEPCI 
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PROJECT CLINICS: PROVIDING HIGH QUALITY CARE FOR WORKERS AND THEIR FAMILIES 

Operated by International SOS, one of the world’s leading international healthcare and medical 
assistance companies, the project’s medical clinics in the oilfield and pipeline areas are 
available to all employees and contractors for any work-related injuries, illnesses or 
emergencies. In addition to day-to-day and emergency medical treatment, the clinics offer a 
range of preventive services as part of their holistic approach to employee health care. The 
project routinely provides cardiac health tests with one of several electrocardiogram machines 
available on site, audiometric testing (below) to detect hearing issues, and first aid training. 

  

For possible serious illness or injury, the 
clinics (left) have inpatient treatment 
rooms and ambulances at the ready 
(above), and also work with the local 
hospitals in Doba and Bebedjia to 
provide a fuller range of treatment 
services. In cases requiring more 
specialized medical care, patients can be 
transported to hospitals in Cameroon, 
South Africa, France and Tunisia. 
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In N’Djamena, all employees and their family members have access to a dedicated project 
clinic. Below, Ngardobe Mousa helps care for his sister’s family in N’Djamena while she is away 
working in the oil fields of Komé. Because of the thorough coverage provided by the project’s 
healthcare plan, unique in Chad for its accessibility, pricing and quality, Mousa was able to take 
his niece to the clinic to check on a persistent cough. 

“It’s not easy to go to the 
hospital in Chad – you 
need to have enough 
cash to pay upfront, and 
you can wait all day to 
see a doctor. Here, we 
waited for only 10 
minutes. With access to 
project clinics, I truly feel 

that healthcare is available at any moment, and my 
sister is reassured knowing that while she is 
working, her family is being taken care of so 
professionally.” – Ngardobe Nodjingue Mousa, the 
brother of a project employee. 

 

When project contractor Djasbe Lobe suffered a minor finger injury at the Central Treatment 
Facility in Komé, he was able to get immediate care at the nearby project clinic. A project 
doctor examined the injury and provided the appropriate wound treatment with no wait, 
allowing Lobe to return to work within 90 minutes. Below, project nurse, Tabadem Olivier, 
changes the dressing on Lobe’s wound as part of his follow-up care. 

   

“When I hurt my finger moving a compressor in the store room, the clinic treated me promptly 
and I was back to work within two hours. The doctors and nurses who treated me were very 
professional. If this clinic wasn’t here, I would have had to travel very far to get treatment and 
there’s a big difference between the public and private hospitals here. I feel fortunate to have 
access to this facility.” – Djasbe Lobe, Materials Coordinator
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FIGHTING MALARIA IN DOUALA: A WORKPLACE AND COMMUNITY-BASED INITIATIVE 

Workers at over 50 of the small and medium-sized companies that do business with COTCO will 
now have access to malaria prevention and control resources which are normally only available 
to larger vendors and suppliers. The new initiative is a result of the project’s $250,000 grant to 
the Business Coalition against Malaria, Tuberculosis and HIV/AIDS in Cameroon (CCA/SIDA). This 
new effort to benefit smaller companies working with COTCO is part of the ExxonMobil Malaria 
Initiative, a global effort to combat the deadly disease throughout Sub-Saharan Africa.  

 

 

 

Focusing on prevention, CCA targets both residential communities and the workplace as part of 
their national malaria control strategy. The COTCO vendors and suppliers that will be included 
in the new program do not have existing malaria programs. As a first step, CCA/SIDA will 
conduct a baseline study to determine the current health data and capabilities of these 
companies. The organization will then conduct workshops around Douala to train more than 
200 volunteer educators, known as relays, to help educate companies in their respective 
communities about malaria risks and prevention. The program is expected to reach 7,000 
workers and their families, arming them with knowledge and resources to fight malaria.

“As a medical doctor, I understand the impact of HIV, malaria 
and tuberculosis. These small companies are vulnerable 
because they have fewer resources like health insurance, 
facilities, and even a proper understanding of malaria. 
Education is the first step towards improving health. The 
support from the ExxonMobil Foundation for these targeted 
localized programs will have a big impact both in these 
communities and nationally. COTCO is the first multinational 
company that I have seen to invest in community sensitization 
programs like this. To me, this shows that they are concerned 
about the livelihoods of these communities.” - Dr. Dina Nfon 
Priso Jeanne, Permanent Secretary, CCA/SIDA 
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The success of the program will be quantitatively measured in terms of improvements in 
preventative practices by workers, mosquito-free environments, and development and 
adaptation of the local model at the national level. For more on the project’s efforts to fight 
malaria, please see the chapter on Community Investment. 

 

 “I consider myself a trainer of trainers, and this 
program does the same thing. This cycle is very 
important for the education to continue to 
spread. This session is targeted at community 
relays, but I will also train peer educators, who 
will also become trainers of trainers. This is 
what makes the program so effective. The 
training will save lives by showing people how 
important prevention is to fight malaria.”          
– Bena Irene, National Health Trainer 

 

 
 

 

 

“Malaria exists everywhere in Cameroon – even in the 
big cities. Preventing malaria here in Douala is just as 
important as anywhere else. And each one of these 
community relays can educate 10, 20, or even 50 
families within their respective communities. I’m very 
proud to have the privilege of hosting this session 
which will have such a large impact. These are very 
important activities that COTCO and the ExxonMobil 
Foundation are doing through CCA. I’m proud that 
COTCO is active within my particular village and 
applaud the good work it is doing for the community.” 
– Christian Epagna Sossa, Traditional Chief, 
Bonadoum 

“It is very important for me to be at this meeting so I can be an 
effective community relay. This training will help me educate, train 

and change behavior in my community. We have a lot of myths 
surrounding malaria in my community – for example, for a long 

time, we thought that only AIDS kills, but now we know that 
actually malaria is the #1 killer. Recently, my sister in law actually 
even lost two children to malaria. These people who are here will 

pass the knowledge along to their communities, and the 
knowledge will spread even beyond their communities across the 
country.” – Madame Saha Eveline, CCA Community Relay from 

the village of Ndokotti within Douala  
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Community Investment 
PROJECT TEAM HELPS MOUNDOU INSTALL NEW ELECTRIC GENERATORS 

In 2011, the city of Moundou in southern Chad purchased two new generators to provide 
electricity to its growing number of residents and businesses. However, the city did not have 
access to the specialized equipment needed to move the generators into place and bring them 
online. For several months, the generators sat unused on an empty lot. 

When project representatives learned of the situation, they developed a plan to move, secure 
and connect the generators. With a heavy-duty crane in tow, a project team traveled to 
Moundou in August and spent several days moving the various components into place and 
working with Moundou’s Director of Electricity to ensure the generators were up and running 
(below). 

  

12 

Thanks to the efforts of 
the project team and the 
successful installation of 
the generators, the city is 
now able to provide a 
steady, reliable source of 
power for the local 
community.  

 

 

The improvements in 
electric service will help 
the city fight poverty and 
advance area 
communications and 
technology. 
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“With multiple major companies and banks located here, 
Moundou is the economic heart of Chad. Electricity is a must if 
you are thinking about economic development, not only for the 
people, but for all the businesses that are located here. Steady 
electricity has several impacts on our neighborhoods, including 
increased access to clean water and reduced street crime, since 
street lighting makes it harder for criminals to operate in the 
dark. The fight against poverty, a vision I share with the 
President, is led by electrification which brings with it access to 
water, communications and other technologies. All of these 
create jobs, but they also create markets, which has a 
compound effect. This is a historic time for Moundou, which we 
view as a center of development for the country. The 
partnership with Esso is an important one which we not only 
wish to maintain, but to grow in the future as it can only help us 
develop.” – Djidda Moussa Outman, Governor of Moundou 

“We bought these generators earlier in the year but had 
no way to move them into place when they were 

delivered. We made a request through the Ministry of 
Petroleum and Esso brought a heavy-duty crane to help 

us move them to the platforms. The newly operating 
generators make my job of supplying the city with 

reliable electricity much easier, and I would love to find a 
project that we could work with Esso on in the future. 

Their efficient and rapid response when we needed help 
was appreciated greatly.” – Abdelkerim Ahmat, Director 

of Electricity, Moundou 
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SURPLUS GOODS: PROJECT GEARS UP FOR A MAJOR DONATION CAMPAIGN 

As a part of the project’s longstanding commitment to supporting residents in and around the 
Oilfield Development Area, more than 20 shipping containers of surplus materials have been 
inventoried, catalogued and prepared for distribution to local communities. The materials, 
much of which will go to care providers, schools, orphanages and other community support 
groups, will be donated in adherence to a plan that prioritizes communities within the Oilfield 
Development Area and makes sure the goods are distributed effectively. Among the items to be 
donated are durable plastic fencing (bottom left), metal bed frames (top), piping, surplus wood 
and mattresses (bottom right). 

 

“It is much better to donate these materials instead of destroying 
them or trying to sell them. Many of the donations are targeted 
near the project, because it is important to give something to these 
communities and leave them with something lasting as they live on 
the land that the project uses. We use well-known and respected 
NGOs with close ties to the community to help increase 
transparency and accountability and get the right materials in the 
hands of those who need it most. The job is hard, but I have energy 
because I feel like I am working for my people.” 
 – Garba Bukardogo, Waste Management Field Team Leader 
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To ensure that distribution of these items is handled in an effective, transparent and equitable 
manner, the project has partnered with World Vision and Africare. Both organizations are 
intimately familiar with the needs of the local communities. Working together, the project and 
the NGOs have developed a distribution strategy that takes into account specific community 
needs and ensures that materials will be delivered to the recipients who are best positioned to 
put them to use. Priority is given to communities closest to the Oilfield Development Area. 

 

“The project chose us because they wanted to 
work with credible, organized, international 
NGOs to help make sure that their donation 
campaign was managed well. The project has 
targeted different sectors of the communities for 
distribution, and they also have a large quantity 
of goods to donate. We will draw upon our deep 
experience with these communities to make sure 
that these materials are distributed efficiently. 
Transparency is very important to our business, 
and we’ve created lists to show exactly how 

goods will be distributed. Recipients will sign off once they have received materials. This 
campaign is very important to us.” – Robertine Denodji, Assistant Coordinator, Africare 

 

 

 “We are very ready to take these materials for distribution. 
We were contacted by the project to function as a liaison 

between EEPCI and the recipients. We work with these 
communities every day and have a depth of experience when 
it comes to identifying specific community needs. We also are 

a well-known and credible organization, and these reasons 
are why Esso asked us to get involved. These are valuable 
materials that the communities will appreciate and we at 

World Vision are very happy that Esso placed their trust in us 
to be a part of this important project.” – Boukinébé Victoire, 

Doba Area Program Development Manager, World Vision 
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SURPLUS GOODS: INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT MADE AVAILABLE FOR REUSE 

In addition to goods for local communities, dozens of industrial and commercial vehicles will be 
made available to the Government of Chad, other oil companies, local business organizations or 
exported for proper disposal. These items include heavy construction equipment such as 
cranes, bulldozers, buses, trucks and other utility vehicles. 
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DONATING CAMP FACILITIES AND A WATER WELL TO MOUNDOULI 

As part of the project’s commitment to return land that is not currently being used, 
preparations are underway to return the Moundouli Camp site to the local village. The project 
also plans to donate the camp facilities at the site. These include a large hall suitable for 
community events and meetings, several dozen residential rooms and one water well. All of the 
facilities have been refurbished for safety and comfort.  
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FIGHTING MALARIA: EMPOWERING COMMUNITIES TO FIGHT MALARIA 

Funded by a $1.5 million grant from the ExxonMobil Foundation, the Integrated Malaria Control 
Project (IMCP) is a three-year effort to fight Malaria in communities along the pipeline corridor 
in Cameroon. The IMCP is designed to educate local communities about malaria risks and 
prevention, provide much-needed medications and bed nets, and train local volunteers to 
diagnose and treat symptoms. In addition, project representatives are conducting a thorough 
study of the effectiveness of various education and treatment approaches.  

Project milestones to date include: 

 Distributing 32,000 malaria kits to communities along the pipeline route. Kits are 
provided year-round based on need and are used to effectively treat cases of simple 
malaria.  

 Delivering 40,000 long-lasting insecticide treated bed nets. This represents significant 
coverage for the 300,000 residents who live near the pipeline area in Cameroon. 

 Training 70 community relay volunteers to diagnose and treat simple malaria, as well as 
educate their communities about malaria risks and prevention. 

The IMCP is being administered by Association Camerounaise pour le Marketing Social (ACMS) 
in partnership with the Cameroonian Ministry of Public Health, Sanofi Aventis Groupe and 
several Cameroonian Universities. The project is structured to support Cameroon’s existing 
national malaria control program and activities are coordinated with local and regional health 
administrators. 

The multi-tiered approach of research, education, prevention and community-based treatment 
is designed to empower communities along the pipeline route to control this deadly but 
treatable disease. Results of the project’s analysis of the most effective treatments and 
education approaches will be released in a forthcoming study. For more information on the 
project’s efforts to fight malaria, please see the chapter on Health. 

 “Malaria needlessly kills a lot of children, 
and to me it’s unacceptable that a 
preventable and treatable disease still kills 
people today. We can’t combat malaria 
alone. We need to cooperate with the 
population and the government health 
system to be effective. These each have their 
specific challenges, but the bed nets, drugs 
and transportation that ExxonMobil 
Foundation donated are greatly appreciated 
because these are exactly the tools that we 
need to carry out our mission to fight 
malaria.” – Daha Bouyoum Pascal, 
ExxonMobil Foundation Project 
Coordinator, ACMS
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MALARIA PROJECT ENLISTS LOCAL RELAY VOLUNTEERS TO HELP THEIR COMMUNITIES 

Community relay volunteers, such as Nyar Namalui Célestin, (below, writing in his patient log) 
are a key component of the Integrated Malaria Control Project’s (IMCP) success in communities 
along the pipeline corridor. Relay volunteers are trained to diagnose and provide basic malaria 
treatment. This is particularly important in remote communities that often have no way of 
transporting patients to medical facilities during the critical early stages of malaria.  

Relay volunteers also provide local education and help monitor and improve prevention efforts. 
Once trained, the IMCP team provides relays with a supply of age-specific malaria kits (below 
right) to administer to patients who cannot afford to travel to a doctor. These patients have the 
highest risk for malaria-related deaths. 

“It feels great to know that I am helping save lives. Just this morning, I just saw a child going to 
school that I treated for simple malaria only last week. If not for Community Relays like me, 
people would have to buy medicine from the sellers on the street at very high price and unsure 
quality. The community appreciates that there is someone doing this work here. The Chief is 
even setting up a community meeting to tell everyone that this resource is now here. I will also 
use this chance to educate the community about prevention.” – Nyar Namalui Célestin, 
Community Relay (below left) 

 

“We have so many people with malaria here who 
cannot attend health centers.  These efforts of the 
ExxonMobil Foundation and ACMS add capacity for 
treating simple malaria in the communities. This 
work is saving lives. Nyar is somebody who cares 
about the community, choosing to work for no pay. 
This is a good model even for the government to 
adopt because there are so many communities not 
along the pipeline who would benefit.” – Ngann 
Gabriel, Government Malaria Focal Point for the 
Lolodorf Health District (left) 
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A BOARDING SCHOOL FOR BAKOLA/BAGYELI PYGMIES REOPENS 

In 2006, the Ngoyang boarding school was closed due to vandalism stemming from cultural 
strife between the Bantu and Bakola/Bagyeli people. Last year, the school was reopened thanks 
to the joint efforts of the Foundation for Environment and Development in Cameroon (FEDEC), 
COTCO and the NGO, RAPID. Working together, the organizations refurbished the damaged 
parts of the boarding school. Funding was provided by FEDEC’s Indigenous Peoples Program, 
which was established to support the Bakola/Bagyeli people living in the rainforest between 
Kribi and Lolodorf. 

 

Because of the remote locations and migratory lifestyle of these tribes, ensuring their children 
have a consistent education has been an ongoing challenge. The Indigenous Peoples Program 
conducts workshops in the villages to help parents understand the benefits of educating their 
children. For many of these families, the Ngoyang boarding school plays an important role in 
addressing the challenge because it provides boarding. Many parents send their children to the 
school because they know they will be fed and sheltered. Today, half of the 167 students that 
attend the school are Bakola/Bagyeli Pygmies. 

 “School is important so my children can find good 
jobs and contribute to society. Since they are safe 
and comfortable here, they can learn. There are 
still many in our community who don’t understand 
the importance of school and can’t control their 
children. I can’t tell other parents what to do and I 
can’t make their children go to school, but maybe 
by my example and my children’s example, they 
will understand in time.” – Nbonzouer Jacques, 
Pygmy from Ngoyang has three children in 
residence at the Ngoyang boarding school. 
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“I spend a lot of time with the kids who I consider to be 
almost like my own. School is difficult for the children at 

first, because it is a new environment, but after a year or 
so their true intelligence shines through. The objective of 

the school was to take the children out of the bush and 
bring them to school. The dorms were critical for their 

parents support, knowing that here their children have 
something to eat. Honestly, I get sad during the school 

holiday, but they promise to come back to school in the 
next session.” – Obama Christian (above and right), Dorm 

Master and Teacher 

 

 

This is my first year of school. I like this school, because I 
like to learn to write and speak. I also like the beds and 

food here.” – Aya Jeanne, student, age 8 
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Many prominent community leaders and government officials attended last November’s 
boarding school reopening celebration, which featured performances by the children. With 
Bantu and Pygmy representatives included on the management committee, one goal is to have 
the school serve as a successful demonstration that these tribes can cohabitate despite 
longstanding cultural differences. 

As part of the refurbishing effort, COTCO supplied the boarding school with beds, mattresses, 
linens, chairs and tables. The dormitories, kitchen and bathrooms were also updated. The 
boarding school is now taking steps towards longer-term self-sufficiency by implementing a 
plan to develop poultry and fish production and to continue to cultivate the many palm, mango 
and banana trees on the property. The hope is that over the long term, the Bakola/Bagyeli 
people will be able to sustain a boarding school here without the help of RAPID and FEDEC. 

“We have a very good 
collaboration here between 
COTCO, FEDEC and RAPID – one 
that is serving these children 
well – and we hope to continue 
this collaboration in the future. 
There is such a big need in 
terms of health, education, and 
food supply. Now that the 
community has been 
introduced to the idea of 
sending their children to school, 
the most important challenge 
that we are trying to address is 
sustainability. The support from 
COTCO and FEDEC has been 
helpful, and we hope to find 
additional partners who can 
help us expand upon this 
important work.” - Celestine 
Mbarga, Director of RAPID 
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BACKGROUND: THE PROJECT’S SUPPORT OF FEDEC  

The Foundation for Environment and Development in Cameroon (Fondation pour l’Environment 
et le Dévelopment au Cameroun), also known as FEDEC, was created in 2000 with the provision 
of $3.5 million in funding from the project. Since its inception, FEDEC has been providing 
financial support for the creation and ongoing protection of two national parks, and an 
Indigenous Peoples Program designed to benefit the Bakola/Bagyeli people. FEDEC supports 
these efforts through grant contracts with NGOs that are already focused on these missions, 
including:  

 Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS) for biodiversity in Mbam Djerem National Park, an 
interior forest area of Cameroon. 

 World Wildlife Fund for biodiversity in Campo-Ma’an National Park on Cameroon’s coast 
along the border with Equatorial Guinea. 

 RAPID, dedicated to improving the lives of the Bagyeli/Bakola people who live in the 
forest area between Kribi and Lolodorf in Cameroon. 

Initial project funding, along with contributions from other private parties and organizations 
was expected to support FEDEC’s work for at least 30 years. However, additional contributions 
were more difficult to secure than originally expected, and the worldwide economic crisis and 
the exchange rate for the U.S. dollar significantly reduced projected earnings on the original 
seed money. The combination of these circumstances endangered the long term viability of 
FEDEC. 

The project has responded to the 
financial challenges by committing an 
additional $1.5 million to sustain 
FEDEC’s activities through 2014, 
bringing the project’s total support for 
FEDEC to $5 million. The new 
agreement includes some requirements 
for achieving organizational goals. In 
collaboration with the IFC, the project is 
helping to fund a long term 
sustainability study of FEDEC. 
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NEW CONSTRUCTION AT EMPLOYEE-FOUNDED SCHOOLS HELPS MEET GROWING DEMAND 

Demand at L’Ecole de Sentier de la Reussite (The School of the Road to Success), a private 
school built by a project employee, has been so great that another wing is currently under 
construction and new land is being purchased to expand the campus. The growth has been 
funded by personal donations from Assina Oumdaguet (below), a Plant Shift Supervisor at the 
oilfields in Komé and other project colleagues. In addition, a modest tuition helps to cover 
ongoing costs while keeping the school affordable. 

  

On average, graduates of L’Ecole de Sentier de la Reussite are tracking better than graduates of 
government schools. In 2011, every student in grade 10 passed the national standardized test 
compared to the national average passing rate of 50%. Oumdaguet’s school is one example of 
how the project employees are working independently and in collaboration with their 
colleagues to make a difference in their communities. 

“We actually follow a similar curriculum to that which is 
designated by the Chadian government. However, we have smaller 
class sizes which helps the students master the courses more 
effectively and interact more with teachers. We also regularly 
interact with parents, and we work with them to improve their 
children’s performance and provide advice on how to support their 
children’s education at home. I’m very excited about our 
expansion, and I believe that affordable private schools like this 
one are a solid model for Chad.” – Madjitoloum Ashoal Sylvestre, 
Secondary School Technical Director, L’Ecole de Sentier de la 
Reussite 
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A NEW PRIMARY SCHOOL IS BUILT AFTER DEVASTATING FLOODS 

Last year, a catastrophic flood wiped out hundreds of homes in Walia, one of the poorest 
sections of N’Djamena.  Project employee, Emmanuel Boguel, donated a portion of his own 
salary and pulled together additional resources to build a new primary school for the 
devastated community. This was not the first time Boguel reached out to help Walia. Almost 
ten years ago, he founded a secondary school located next to the new primary school. 

 The need for the new primary school was so great that it is already full, with 350 students 
enrolled for its first academic year. When Boguel first opened the secondary school in 2003, it 
had only 15 students, but today it has more than 500. The modern school facilities include 
classrooms, a biology lab and computer lab.  

 

The primary and secondary private schools are funded by 
student tuition, a portion of Boguel’s salary that he 

continues to donate to the school, and additional 
donations made by other project staff. Boguel continues to 

look for ways to improve the school facilities and plans to 
upgrade the school’s library in the near future. Above, 

Boguel is pictured in front of a van that he donated to the 
school after winning it at a company raffle. 

“This school is only here because somebody cared about 
the community and young Chadians. Parents are very 

happy because their children now don’t have to travel long 
distances to go to school. And it’s affordable, so anyone 
can attend if they wish. We hope to continue to grow to 
serve more Chadians, and ultimately develop into a new 

university. It would be good if there were more schools like 
this around Chad, because there are a lot of children in 

need.” – Soulgen Salomon, Principal, La Lycee Le Patriote 
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Host Country Revenue 
The project’s investments to sustain crude oil production levels, coupled with historically strong 
prices for Doba Basin oil in recent years, have helped generate more than $8.4 billion in 
revenue for Chad since oil began to flow in 2003. Over the course of the project, the 
supplemental production investments have yielded significantly more oil than would otherwise 
have been possible with a major positive impact on revenues for Chad. Without these 
investments, the daily production level would have been about one quarter of its current 
amount. For more information on the project’s investments in production support, see the 
chapter on Production & Construction. 

CHAD’S OIL REVENUE INVESTMENTS: A NEW UNIVERSITY TO OPEN IN N’DJAMENA 

As part of Chad’s ongoing commitment to investing oil revenues in its future, the country is 
preparing to open a new, state-of-the-art university. Toukoura University, located just outside 
of N’Djamena, will accommodate 2000 students, including 600 boarding students. The new 
addition to the country’s higher education system will relieve pressure on nearby N’Djamena 
University, which has been functioning at full capacity. 

 

Main construction of Toukoura University was completed in December 2011, nine months 
ahead of schedule. Final preparations are now underway to welcome students in the fall of 
2012. In addition to construction and operations, oil revenues will also be used to subsidize 
tuitions in an effort to keep student costs affordable. 

13 
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Toukoura University was built in accordance with international standards by a construction 
team of 650 people, 95% of whom were Chadians. The 759 hectare campus features almost 
500,000 square feet of classrooms, lecture theatres, offices, dormitories and computer and 
science laboratories. 

 

 

Members of the Collège de Contrôle et de 
Surveillance des Ressources Pétrolières 

(Petroleum Revenue Oversight and Control 
Committee), a Chadian government 

watchdog committee in charge of 
overseeing the appropriation of oil 

revenues, carefully monitored design and 
construction activities for the new 

university.  

 

“This is one example of the many infrastructure 
projects that are currently happening across Chad 

which reflect our strategy to invest in Chad’s 
future. It is very important for me and the rest of 
the members of the Collège to invest the revenue 
from our precious resource wisely and efficiently. 

Equally important is that we have public 
accountability and transparency –demonstrating 
to people that what has been spent on a project 

matches what has been budgeted. I’m very proud 
to be a member of the Collège, which is doing a 

good job in showing the character of Chad. We all 
feel a responsibility to help show what Chad can 

become. Since this organization’s role is so public, 
we must be diligent, detailed and precise with 

everything we do.” – Madame Moctar Saadatou 
Abdou, Collège de Contrôle et de Surveillance des 

Ressources Pétrolières 
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CHAD’S OIL REVENUE INVESTMENTS: STATE OF THE ART HOSPITAL OPENS IN N’DJAMENA  

 

 
Funded primarily by Chad’s oil revenues, the Mother & Child Hospital complex cost 19 billion 
FCFA to construct. The facility’s advanced medical technologies include x-ray machines, 
ultrasound scanners and the country’s only publicly available CAT scan machine. Oil revenues 
will also be used to fund the annual operating budget, including equipment upgrades, training 
and infrastructure improvements, and wages for approximately 292 medical and administrative 
staff. 

N’Djamena’s newly 
completed Mother & 

Child Hospital (L’Hopital 
de la Mere et de l’Enfant) 
is now open to the public. 

With 250 beds and 
upgraded care and 

medical resources, the 
hospital will take over all 

of the maternity and 
pediatric services 

previously provided at 
N’Djamena’s General. 

Hospital.  
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Chad’s Oil Revenue Through 2011 (millions of U.S. dollars1) 

 
Q1 2011 Q2 2011 Q3 2011 Q4 2011 Total 2011 

Project to 
Date 

Royalties on Crude 
Oil Sales2 

86 123 155 115 479 2,555 

Income Related to 
Pipeline Ownership 

0 0 6 0 6 69 

Corporate Income 
Tax3 

377 466 377 322 1,542 5,336 

Fees, Permits, Duties, 
Etc.4 

17 29 10 16 72 440 

Project Total 480 618 548 453 2,099 8,400 
1. Rounded to nearest whole number. 2. Cash payment royalties paid by all Consortium members. 3. Corporate income tax amount includes 
payments made by Consortium members and TOTCO. 4. Project to Date has been restated to exclude amounts previously reported for services 
provided by government-run entities, such as utilities, hospitals, and telecommunication services. To date, the project has invested $3.3 billion to 
maintain the output of crude oil from Chad’s Doba Basin oilfields. The production support investments for 2011 totaled $630 million. 

 

Doba Basin Crude Oil Market Price (by month in U.S. dollars) 

 

World oil prices in recent years have been higher than initially expected in the early days of the 
project, significantly increasing revenue to Chad. Although prices have been volatile, since 2008 
the price per barrel has averaged $78.20, roughly double the price when oil exports first started 
in 2004. 

Average Price: $78.20 
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CONTEXT: HOW CHAD EARNS ITS REVENUE 

Chad’s oil project revenue includes four main streams of money: 

1. Royalties on Sales of Oil: Chad receives a royalty paid by Consortium members on the 
gross sales revenue from crude oil after deducting the cost of transporting the oil to 
market through the export pipeline: 

 The royalty on oil from the three original oilfields covered by the 1998 
convention is 12.5%. The 1998 convention also includes the Moundouli and Nya 
satellite fields. 

 The royalty on oil from Maikeri and Timbré, oilfields covered by the 2004 
convention, is 14.25%. 

2. Corporate Income Tax: In 2006, Consortium members also began paying income tax on 
net profits from the original three fields. These payments started a major new source of 
revenue for Chad. This new revenue source commenced several years earlier than 
expected – a major benefit to the impoverished country. The early start stems mainly 
from two major factors: 

 The historically high prices for oil around the world over the last several years 
increased total revenues to levels higher than estimated during the project’s 
planning phase. 

 The higher Brent price is triggering a 60% corporate income tax on the original 
three fields as provided in the 1988 Convention (and a 55% tax on Maikeri and 
Timbré and 50% tax on Nya and Moundouli). 

By law, the standard tax rate paid by corporations in Chad is 40%, much less than the 
60% currently being paid by the Consortium on oil from the original three oilfields. Thus, 
the oil project currently has a much higher corporate income tax rate structure than 
other businesses operating in Chad. 

3. Income Related to Pipeline Ownership: Chad owns a percentage of both pipeline 
companies, TOTCO and COTCO, and thus shares in the profits from fees these two 
companies charge to deliver Chad’s Doba crude oil to market. 

4. Permits, Duties & Taxes: Various other sources also add to Chad’s income, including 
permits, duties, employee taxes, work permits and other fees. 
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CONTEXT: CHAD’S FUTURE REVENUES MAY FLUCTUATE SIGNIFICANTLY 

As noted earlier in this chapter, high worldwide oil prices of the last several years have yielded 
major benefits for Chad. However, there is no way to forecast with certainty the future 
volatility of the market or whether future prices will go up or down. In addition to world oil 
market prices, at least two other factors will have a potential influence on Chad’s revenue: 

 Calculations of the corporate income tax on the oil sale profits depend on depreciation 
of capital expenditures for new facilities and improvements over time, as set out in the 
oil conventions.  

 Despite the project’s investments in maintaining production, extracting oil from Chad’s 
oilfields has been challenging. Similar to other oilfields around the world, output will 
eventually decline as the oilfields mature. 

For more on the project’s investments in maintaining production levels from the oilfields see 
the chapter on Production & Construction. For an illustrated explanation of the technical issues 
that hinder extraction of Chad’s oil and the steps taken by the project to deal with those issues 
see the section on Chad’s Challenging Geology in Project Update Report #24. 

CONTEXT: WORLD BANK GROUP ROLE IN CHAD 

In September, 2008, the Chadian Government paid off its loans from two of the five institutions 
that make up the World Bank Group, the International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development (IBRD) and the International Development Association (IDA). In turn, the IBRD and 
IDA are no longer involved in the export pipeline project. The IBRD/IDA loans had partially 
funded Chad’s equity position in the two pipeline operating companies. 

The World Bank Group remains involved in Chad through the International Finance Corporation 
(IFC). The IFC facilitated hundreds of millions of dollars in commercial financing for the project 
and directly loaned tens of millions of dollars to the two pipeline companies. 

 The contracts for these loans require ongoing compliance with and monitoring of the 
project’s Environmental Management Plan performance. 

 The IFC’s environmental staff continues its work, including trips to Chad for ongoing 
collaboration with project staff on the Land Use Mitigation Action Plan. For more 
information about these efforts, please see the chapter on the Land Use Management 
Action Plan. 

 The IFC independent monitoring body, the External Compliance Monitoring Group 
(ECMG), continues its work. 

Chad’s Revenue Management Plan remains in place even though the IBRD and IDA are no 
longer involved in the project. 

 A loan by the European Investment Bank to Chad includes the Revenue Management 
Plan requirements. That loan is still in effect.  

 Chadian law implementing the Revenue Management Plan continues in force. 
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CAMEROON’S PIPELINE REVENUE 

Cameroon obtains its project revenue primarily through transit fees from the export pipeline 
system that intakes Chad’s oil at the Mbére river where the Chadian portion of the pipeline 
ends. The Cameroonian portion of the export pipeline system then transports Chad’s oil to the 
Marine Terminal located offshore from the seaside town of Kribi. Although Cameroon has no 
ownership share of Chad’s oil, it does have an ownership share in the pipeline system. (None of 
Cameroon’s own offshore oil wells contribute oil to the export pipeline.) Thus, Cameroon’s 
revenue comes from four income streams. 

1. Transit Fee: When the project agreements were first negotiated, Cameroon negotiated 
a fixed rate per barrel transit fee in order to have a secured flow of income rather than 
being at the mercy of sometimes volatile oil prices. The transit fee belongs 100% to 
Cameroon and is not shared with the other pipeline partners. 

2. Corporate Income Tax: As for any other corporation in Cameroon, the pipeline company 
COTCO pays income taxes to the government of Cameroon. 

3. Custom Duties and Other Taxes: Whenever the project brings goods into the country it 
must pay customs duties in addition to a variety of other taxes and permit fees. 

4. Income Related to Pipeline Ownership: As a part owner of the export system pipeline, 
Cameroon receives a proportional share of the pipeline company profits. 

Cameroon’s Oil Revenue Through 2011 (millions of U.S. dollars1) 

 
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

Project 
to Date 

Transit Fees 24 27 23 22 20 18 18 17 171 

Income Tax 0 2 4 2 2 3 10 9 32 

Customs Duties 
and Other taxes 

0 0 0 0 1 10 6 7 25 

Income Related to 
Pipeline Ownership 

16 15 14 14 13 7 10 9 99 

Project Total 40 44 41 38 36 38 44 42 326 

1. Rounded to nearest whole number 

 

 




